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Fortward and Acknowledgements
The, identificatton of students with specific learning \di:sl'abi,lities

in Michigan's schools .has been a complicated problem since the\ late 19601s,.
The various definitions ''of learning disabilitiet. that were eMplOyed to'.
identify students for 'special programs and services created confusion .across
local 'school districts ,Children certified In-one disrtrict;9Ior-'services could
be unrecognized 'as having a disability in anothei' district.. This situation'

was somewhat, "al 1 eviated in 1975- when Public L44. 94-142 outl ined general guide=
lines for identifying children With ,s-pecifipl earning handidaps throughout
the Unitee States. Since that time, "the,pirents, educatccrs., administrators,
and professional organizations in Michigan.concerned about the.learning.
disabled' have. worked to develop a4 definition of l earning ,disabil ities consis-
tent with P.L. 94=142. ,

, ,

After several years of intensive study and pressure, a final '-version ..
of the definition and appropriate services,required was accepted: by the
Michigan Legislature i,n August, 1980. The description of 1 earning.disabili-
ties in Michigap now closely parallels the Federal/Concept of sped-fie learning

..,diiabilikiesand, allows for greater consistency in 'certifying and serving
','school -age children with chronic ,l earning difficulties s. ,

. .\... ,\
A coMplete statement of the current definition follows and is the basis

.,,

MICHIGAN_ADMINISTRATIVE RULES FOR SPECIAL 'EDUCATION
'A's Authorized Under. ' Publ Pc Act' 451

?A:R 349:1713
k
'kpeci fic learning: disal:/111*ty" defined ; determination

.

.Rule 13. (1) "Specific 1 eariring inability!', means a -disorder in one
or more-'of the basic pSychOlogicai ,proce ses involved in understanding or in
using language, spoken or written', which may manifest itsel f_in an imperfect
ability. to l isten, think, speak% read, wr te,. spell'; or to do mathematical
calculations. The term includes, such ccin tions as 'perceptual handicaps,
.brain injury, minimal brain disfunction, 1 eXi:a, and developmental aphasia.
The term does not include children w0 ha 1 earni rig_ problems s -which -are pri-
marily' the- resul t.of visual , hearing, or md, r handicaps , of mental .retarda=. ,
.tion, of 'emotional disturbance, or of enviro ental,, 'cultural , or economic
disadvantage. ', -. .r.

2,Y, The individualized educational planning- committee may determine.thaf
a Child, lia.s _a 'specific learning' di sabil ity i f he. dhi 1 d dog not achieve:,, '
commensurate with his or .her age and ability 1 e- -e-l-s. in 1 or more of the areas
listed in_thiSsubrule; when provided with l experiences appropriate -
for the ch:4;ld's _age and ability y. l evels, and if the multidisciplinary evalua=
tion team finds that a Child has a severe *discrepancy, betWeen. achfievement and

tntel,lectUal- ability in 1 or!. more of- the .fofloweirki areas:. -y; .. . 1)

(a) Oral. expression. .. ,.

(15) Listening comprehension.
.;,...' (c) Wri tten expression,

(d) BaSic reating skill .

(e) ,Reading comprehension.



(f) Math atics calculation'.
(g) Math matis reasoning.
DI- The individualized educational -planning ,committee may not identify .'

a child as h ing a specific, learning disability /if the severe discrepancy
'between -abil ty and achievement is primarily the:result of any of fhe follow-,
ing:'

II

`- a Visual , hearing, or motor handicap/
(b) Mental retardation.
(c) otional disturbance.
d) Environmental, cultEiral, or economic disadVan,tage.

(4) A bf impairment shall be,based/upon comprehensive
evaluation by a multidisciplinary evazruation team.whi h shall. includezat. least,'-
both of the follbwing: .

( ) The ,child' regular teacher or,,/ if the chi/ d does not have a.regular
teach r, a regular classroom -teacher qualified to teach) child of\his or her
age r, tore ekchild_ of less than school/age, an in ividual "qualifiby thie

sta educationalf agency to teach a child of his r her age. ,

(b) _At least 1 person qualified/to 'conduct individual diaghostic\eXami-
nations of children; such as a school psychologst, a teacher of the sp ech

d language impaired, or a teacher consultant

_Ad

_

This -final report of t e Learning isabiliti es Institute in Michigah.-
reflects the'prolonged commitMent of a *gr at many educators. It is not a
doc6Ment prepared by,a few writers, but rather a report of the study and
del iberatiobs of almost two hundred" educators, parents ; and, cooperating pro-

fessionals . All those who participated' in its, development and. activities are
listed in the Introductio ,;' but:several needAo be acknowledged for the

-.,
,

specific Work they 4ontribw4ed to meet -the,Institute goals.; , '\

\
. i .

Seven major topics were addressed
,

by the-Institute; members of the
Institute Planning Committee and the SPecial Educktion Services Areat(MDOE)
responsible for these areas were

Gary Hessler and James /WeaverABILITY LEVEL

ACHIEVEMENT

SEVERE DISCREPANCY

,/ _.-

E/XCLUSIONARY CLIME

L

Gary Kessler; Dal e Kitthen;

Katy Moran and Thomas Buescher

Gary H ssler

Debbra Livingston4hite and
Dale Kitchen °

SPECIAL EDUCATION SERVICES. Robert Luce and Edte Warner

'MONITORING AND COMPLIANCE Ralph p Itchard and
-;- Deborah LifingstonYWhite

EVALUATION 1
.

Will taMipibiani and

'Walter iLesiik

)
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Beyond the developme of the Institute's tgpical areas and materials

by. Susan Moore. and Gary Hessler.; several. other persons contributed to its

onrgoing operatibns: Susan Meyer, local 'arrangements,inaterials' and record-
keeping; and Audrcy Whitaker, typing and printing. Bay-Arenac Intermediate

School District served as the fiscal agent for the duration of, the Institute.



\cis!trodu ction

-tBackgrouhd.ottlie
Learning Disabilities Institute

,The definitions, pracedures, enabling activities and checklist pre-

- sented in this.document area compilation of ideas elicited from nearly two
hundred participants at an Institute on Learning Disabilities Sponsored by

the Michigan Departifient of Education, Special Education Services Area, and

funded by P,L. 91-230 state-initiated funds%

The rnstitute was divided into two main sessions,_one in -January 1980

and the 'Second' in May 1980. Developental work preceded both formal sessions

and participants were involved_n,field=testing activities during March and

April. One'"tearilu from each of Michigan's Regional Educational Media Center

regions was targeted as a participant. Each of the twenty-two teams included

An -ISO representative (a person involved in inservice activities), and four.

members from a local educational agency (LEA). The four LEA members were

\ chosen to reflect a typical multidisciplinary team: A diagnostic persOn (school

psychoj'ogist or LD teacher consultant), a special education adminrstrator, .

and two other persons involved in the determination of learning disabilities

at the local level . Beyond these 22 teams frorii the R.E.M.C. regions, a" wide

variety of participants were also invited, including representatives from

university training programs in Special Education and School Psychology, and

five parents of learning disabled students in. Michigan. Members of the /

Institute Planning Committee, the Special Education Services Area and session

facilitators raised the total participant number to almost two hgndred:

,

The purpose_ of the Institute was to provide a forum for= persons work-
ing in the area of learning disabilities to suggest procedures to effectively

implement P.L. 94-142-for'the assessment and identification of learning'

disabled students. In der to dperationalize the task, the L.D. federal

definition was divided ikrito. six areas of requirements: 11, determining ability

to learn,. 2) determining achievement in the seven required areas, 8)_deter=

min severe discrepancy, 4) interpreting the exclusionary clause,. 5) deter-

min ng appropriate educatldnal alternatives and if Special .Education Services

are.needed, and 6) required evaluation procedures.

The Institute format was structured to allow for a general presenta-

tion on considerations for each of the six areas. Following each general

session, the participants worke0 in small group sessions to generaty 'ideas

and recommendations to be incorporated into procedures. In each of the six

areas the reqyirements of the law and considerations that must be addressed

were defined. Procedures and enabling activities were suggested to assist

educational diagnosticians in comprehensively and consistently implementing

the assessment and identification requirements of the federal L.D. law

. (P.L. 94=142). These procedures are alsb consistent with" the definition of

specific 1 earning di sabil i ti es contained 'in the Michigan Administrative Rul es

for Special Education (P.A. 451 as revised, 1980). f

3



The information generated by participants at the firtt Institute'
session in January. was compiled into an initial set of procedures, enabling
activities and a Checklist. The twenty-two teaMs of participants "piloted"

. these procedures during April and early May at a number of educational plan-
ning and placement committee meetings in order to 'determine their eppli-
cabiiity to the process of identifying_studentsmith learning-disabilities.
Each Aeam reviewed their experience with the document and Checklist and sent
twooreOeSentatives to the second Institute session in May.

A
The May session Provided an intensive forum for re- examining the

total document and Checklist in light of the field-test results. Each major
rareal.of the documentwascritiqued,and specific changes and editorial pre-
ferences were collected for the use of the inAividual authors. This final
document consequently reflects the careful consensus of a large number of per-
sons working in.learning disabilities in Mithigan. K D

- '
-

In summSry, the procedures and enabling activities in this document
are presented to assist school personnel in Michigan in uniformly-interpreting.
the intent of Michigan's L.D. law Pas. it relates to the identification and
assessment of L.D. studentF. Thepurpose of the' ;document is to present, in a
concise form, the' areas of consideration the law requires and suggestions for
meeting those requirements. The procedures and enabling activities are exien-
sive and varied to Meet thejndividual differences of students who might be
referred. The document incbrporates a number of alternative suggestions for
use by school perspnnel. It should not h interpreted that every suggestion
must be used for every student. The areas of consideration required by \'the
law are static; however, the procedures and enabling activities intlude a
number of alternatives that cOuld be utilized to assist completing a com-
-prehensive assessment of students suspected of being- ndicapped jn the area,
of learning disabilities, ib

Use of this Document

The pUrpose_of the flichigan Learning Disabilities Institute was t
develop a comprehensive and consistent procedure for considering whether_s hool
age students should receivespecial educatlon services.for the le'arning disabled,
In the course of its several months of research; analyses and Studies;
the Institute was able tO,arrive_ata thorough yet.operationa1-proCed6re4o
support thetonsideration'of leaning.diiabilit*es:services for student in,

school distritts across Michigan.. The final, outcome of the,Institate isiem-
bodied in this document-,.a carefully developed checklist -bf problem areaStO
be considered by local distriCts'.IEPC'teams_Ss they meet to reach deci,sions
about students susPeCted of having specific learning disabilities. ,

The document presented here reflects the deltberate thinking study
and experience of almost two hundred edutator§, psychologists, parents and
administratdrs'in Michigan. The discussion.of learnirq,disabilittes by this
group provides a strong base for examining the particsO'Br practices and,pro--
grams used by local school districts to assess andTdeltify learning disabled
students in elementary and secondary programs. It is hoped that this document
will become a useful guide fbr improving the,.nsiStent consideration `of
childeenfor learning disabilities programA% The.checklist'itself can serve_
as a carbful account of the various problem areas examined by a district



multtdisciplinary team_.and the impact each has had on the final decision.
The background discussiqns in each chapter provide thorough information for
understanding thd Checklist and the various areas requiring examination by

thk current state definition of learning disabilities.

A second major use of this document is its applicability to staff
development and in'service training in both general education and special

education programs. The Institute participants developed some general designs
for inserVice programs that focupd on the major topics considered in the docu-
ment.- Chapter Six contains ideas and outlines for developing inservice, acti=
vities that will'improve the ability of dittrict staff members to identify and
plan for ttudents. The various teams of participants who attended the
Institute's two sessions' would also be ideal personnel to support any inser-

viee programs that focus on this document or the Checklist. Contact persons

for these teams are listed below.

Two groups,of particip ts were involved in the Learning Disabilities

Institute. A rather large 07' p of almost two hundred met in January to

examine the various_consider ons about learning disabilities drawn up by

the plannfng committee., Thr days of discussion produced the basic Checklist'

and background document th was to be field-tested. In May, a smaller group

Of participants (two mem from ach team) met with the planning comMittee
again to re-examine,,edi randapprove the basic concepts of the document. All

participants are listed Tow by their team/region oy'raffiliation.

J(';' REGION PARTICIPANTS

Partidpants

TEAM

1 Q:)gebic=Ontonagon JOhnlgterson:.
Bill Kft.:la
Denise Wiei;tbIcki

:Kelly Kidder*
Charlene_firlik*-
Mary Rogeewski
Vaughn Olthoff.
Maureen Slatie

Richard Olsen

Duane. Greenwold*
'Ruth Coleman

Bet4 Hunter*
Karen Dbbranero

Leon Hall*
- .Catmen Ziegler*

Arlene Robertson*
Jean Rokas*

::(10-dy Brooks*



TEAM REGION pArtriciPANTS

Traverse Bay

Al pena-Montmorency-
Al cona

Muskegon Area Intermedi ate

Meg Oberlin
Linda Dreher
Diane .T ttl e*

Sue HeffI r
Fran Weaver

Gail Authi er*

Dave Werner-Hi 1 I man*,

Jan Bohol ti

Ni ck Quarto:

Susan MIAs ton*

Wal ker Mrmel cc*

Shdrry Atha **
Rick DeBruyn
John Ross&

Susan Gates*
Jim Wilson*rt aka.' Edwards*

Lynn Marvin

Shirl ey 'Rappaport*

LuAnn Witzke*
Pamela Al vey

Michael Dotisic

Joagne Geisinger

Tuscol a Intermediate

Jim Vaschow
Jan Peters
Bon Stinson

zabeth Hansen
Nanty, Card

.

Carolyn Benscoter
Marguerite Fitzpatrick
Virginia Anderson.
Wi 11 i am Foote
Odahl ia Rance

James ker*
Irene Aymer
Don List
J,ames Begemin*

Stacy Simon
- Diana Collins
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,Pilot-Data Collection.

... 4
Following' the Janqary sessions, each team was asked to use the newly-

developed Checklist in a ypilot testntith five or ten students im their locaj

districts and bring the results and evaluation of their experiencei to the
second session in May. .Despite delays in getting the appropriate materialS
to each ofthe teams in the spring, a number of teams were able to provide
the Institute with pilot-data results. The teams involved in this phase of

the Institute.imcluded:.

Alpeni-MOntmoreney4ticona
Bay-Arenac
Berrien
Calhoun
aelta-SChoolcraft
Ginesee
Ingham
Jackson
Kalamazoo Val l ey

Kent ,

Eenawee
-Livingston
Midland
Muskegon
Oakland
Saginaw
Tuscola

The collective experiences of these teams provided a useful, practical
basis from which this final document and Checklist has been prepared.



CHAPTER ONE

Ability ,Level
A Definition

. _

Perhaps the most critical dimension to any assessment component for
determining learning dfsabilities is the establishment of a particular stu-
dent's ability level. Historically,,ability level -Was viewed solely in terms

of a person's intellectual functioning as compared' to age-expectancy, the

so,called IQ (Intelligenceluotient). The Learnipg Disabilities Institute. ,.

has broadened this notion to in1 clude more comprehensive factOrs.
,

1'o Abi.lity tev_el is defiried as a person's general overall ability to

ada and function, in, the learning environment. Ability level includes not

y the student's cognitive abilities and adaptie behaviorS displayed in
chool, home-and social relationships, but also his or hen general intellectual_

ability as measured by individually=administered intelligence (IQ) tests.

DiScussione

_
Because ability level is definedras the level at which one adapts to

and functions in the learning -environment, it is important. to cOnsider as much
_

i-nformation as reasonable reg`ardinq the stUdeht's cognitive and adaptive per-
fOrmances, such 'as:, social competence, verbal thought, nor- verbal thought,

academic achievement, fund of general knowledge, adaptive behavior, abstract

reasoning, and specialized abilities (a complete dicussion of these areas
in terms of issues and evaluatjon methods can be found in the third section

of this chapter).- The primary goal of the multidisciplinary team%is ,to com-

pile as reasonable a representation as possible of a student's level of per-

formance in -a wide range of cognitive and adaptive areas and so determine his

or her level of ability...

While it is the evaluation' team or educational planning committee's
responsibility to determine the procedures necessary to assess an individual's

ability level, use of an individual intelligence test; administered by a
psychologist, is required in all cases where a student is suspected of being

learning disabled. Exceptions to this requirement would be cases where it is

simply not possible to acquire valid IQ scores, such as students with severe

distractibility, nyPer-activity or language problAms. Exceptions would also

tie made in situations in which the'tise of IQ tests would be judged discrimina-
b tory. In these cases, reliances on the performance :levels obtained from other

procedures would be necessary and/or the use of a method of assessment such

as the System of Multicultural_Plural-isttc_Assessment (SOMPA), (Mercer and

Lewis, 1977),which claims to provide a means of estimating learning potential

that May be weighted by sociocultural and health factors.

The rationale for this requirement is that intelligence tests continue

to be the best available single indicators of.intellectual functioning. They

predict academic achievement fairly well, and,_fOr these reasons, have with-

stood the test of time quite well (Kaufman, 1979).



in using IQ tests, or for that matter any Procedure, it is important
that one use the most technically adequate devices available. With this in
mind, Ysseldyke has reviewed the technical adequacy of many tests (Ysseldyke
& Mirkin, 1969). See Appendix for his_lists,I0However, global IQ scores
(i.e.,01erbal I.Q., Perfdrmance IQ, Full Scale IQ) should never be usedas
the_sole indicator of ability level; additional procedures such as intra-test
analysis and alternate techniques or procedures (described below) should also
be-employed. 'There are a number of characterittics of intelligence tests which
'speak against their use as 'an isolated measure of ability level. For example',
intelligence tests:

(1) measure previous learning.; therefore, they must be contideredcul-__
tUre.'bieted andare notalway§:an index:of,Yabillty" or "potential"
(Kaufman, 1979).;

(2) me asures- samples of behavior which are not exhaustive; thus,
scores are not, by themselves, estimates of one's total in llectual'
functioning (Kaufman, 1979);

(3) measure intellectual processes in a fixed_
.and therefore do not indicate one's abilities -where assistance' and
cues are provided (Kaufman, 1979);

(4) may_orovi-de an invalid indication of 6 learning disabled student's
abilities,_ since_ the very existence of learning, disabilities may,.

_preclude the.Valid Measurement-Of intelligence; e.g., global IQs
would-nbt provide a valid indication,of abtliti level in student§
with aiscrepanctes and variations in their cognitive performance
(Danielson & Bauer, 1978); ;.

.

(5) have not c11an9ed with the advent of...important advances in psychology;
the important contributions of such educationapqchOlogists
Piaget,Gagne or Guilford bave not been reflected in intelligence'
test content o strOfurelKaufmanc1979);.and

. -

(6) 'have not, incorporated important information provided by. neuro-
psychology; they do not fairly measure the spetiali;ed abilities
of the cerebral hemispheres (the functions of the right hemisphere
are especially under-represented), the integration between them,
and the ability to Shift from one hemisphere to the other, depend=
ing upon the nature of the task (Kaufman, 1979).

A variety of formal and informal' procedures may be employed to obtaip
an indication of a student's cognitive and adaptive performance. These include:
adaptive behavior scales; achievement tests; observation techniques; "psycho-
logical extras"'(e.g., diagnostic testing-teaching strategies); tests of
specialized abilities; developmental, social, and educational histories; intelli-
gence tests; social competence; and the like. It is not necessary to use all
of the procedures indicated above (in fact, this would be done only infrequently).
For example, if a student being 6aluated were to receive "average range" rating
on his or her individually administered intelligence test, and other formal
Or informal data corroborated this ability level, there may be no need to
utilize further procedures. However, in a circumstance where there i5 0. question



concerning a student's4eviance from "average": (particularly:below average)
more data will likely 'lge required by way of additional' procedures to clarify
'and support a particular ability level . Again, the goal is to acquire a
reasbnable indication of one's cognitive and adaptive competendes; the point
to which this has been accomplished is decided by the multidisciplinary evalua-
ti,o)n team and/or the educational planning committee.

The determination of ability level requires that the educational plan-
ning icommittee first review all the information regarding the individual 's
cognitive functioning; and then arrive at a decision of ability level. This
requires more than global IQ scores. It is believed that a pattern of data .

that supports_ the highest level of functioping in cognitiye and adaptive areas
is representative of an individual 's abil ifty 1 evel , since it is unlikely that
anyone will perform higher, than his/her "innate potentialities" dictate._ Based
upon the reviewand correlation of the information about a student's level of---
cognitive and adaptive .functioning, the planning committee can arrive at 4
decision regarding.hhe/ individual 's Most likely ability level\ Ability level
is most effectively considered in terms of ranges (See Table' 1)

Table 1

Comparable Range's of Ability Level*

Range

Superior
- -Above Avirage
.High 'Average

Average ,

Low Average
Below Average
(But:Not Mentally
Impaired)

Approximate
Percentile
Ranges

98+
-90 - 97

75; - 89 .

25 74

10 -- 24

,2 = 9-

Approximate' \

Standard Score
Ranges**

130+-
-120,- 129
_110 - 119
.90 - 109-

SO 89

70.- -79

*Ability level is most appropriately referred to as a range of functioning t
which the individual 's level of achievement can be compared to ultimately.
.establish theexiStence of a severe diserepancy.

. .

**These ranges are indicated by standard scores in which average is equal to
100, with a standard deviation of 15. While' these standard scores are often
used in intelligence tests, they are used here to provide a frame of reference
to which one's ability level can be compared. They are not provided to
encourage or recommend the use of global IQ scores as the sole and isolated
measure of ability level:

In summary then, use of an individually administered intelligence test.
is required with students suspected of being learning disabled because such
tests provide important information regarding one's intellectual functioning,
However, the global IQ scores obtained from such instruments are not to be
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blindly accepted as a student's ability level without additionail Corroborative
information from other sOurces . The degree and amount of other information
needed to establish one's ability 1 evel is made. by the multoidiscipl inary team
and/or educational planning committee depending upon the charaCteristiCS of
the-youngster under chnsideration. It is recommended-that the determination
of ability is based on procedures which:

""
1. consider the influences o?f social , culttiral , and .educational factors

on the performance on tests and subtests;

regroup subtests of tests in specified ways. to analyze, more care=
fully, one's intell ectual strengths and weaknesses ; and

support' and verify, test results through. the use of additional
formal 'and' informal tests and observation procedurees.

°

Enabling Procedures ,, ,

This' final section of the chapter describes tests and procedures that
can be val-uabl e in determining a student's ability 1 evel . AS previously noted
in the discussion, onlyJfie use of an , individually: administered, intelligence test
is mandato:ry; use 'of the other 'detail ed tests and piocedures -is neither re-
quired nor always recommended: It. remains thE responsibill ty pfv_the multi-
disciplinary etval nation team and/or the', educational planning' committee to decide
whether particlAarcdiagnostic information is adequate for a 'valid and reasonable
dete'rmIriation of ability :level . In addition, the',.tests- and procedures de6.cribed -
here vary with respect-to the quality and adequacy of,tlkir standardization, ".i'

val idity., and reliability. Diagnostic personnel must 'efeide what tests or '. ,

.procedures to emplOy depending on their goals, and the str'engths and/weaknesses*
-of the various instruments and techniques . The reference book.- by Salvia. and
Ysseldyke (1978) cap be of valuable assistance in :this "'decision.. :,..'

- - e . a ,

0 ° -The _tests and
.

procedures outlined below presented toprovide a
repertoire of alternatives diagnostic- person can use to assist,withi the
determination' of abil ity level . the list s not-;exhaustive, andtpersonnel may

.wish to add and supplement the Dists depending upon th:eir%needs . . For reference
purposes , /the procedures are grouped:in the fcillowing seven categories :'"

.(1) ' General Intelligence
) Intra-Test Analysis .

, , : it
(3) Achievement Tests '
(4) Special ized Abil i ti
(5) Adaptive 'Behavior' Scal
(6) Psychol Ogical Extras, -1,
(7) Observations Techni es ::-. .

,k7 ....., ,
, 1,, ..

1. General' Intelligence Tests

.

Individual ly administered intelligence tests sample different aspects
of mental abilities which are valuable in many types of learning and adaptive
situations. They typically sample various aspects of verbal and/or nonverbal



mental functioning. Although it .is unlikely that ,e4fjst discretely (measures

just verbal or nonverbal. ,cognitive 'performance-, It As'convenfent, and- often -
beneficial ,- to consider them as measuring primarily' one of 'those two cognitive
abilities._ Therefore; a number of individual lY adminis'tered intelligence tests
are 'shown'b ow in Table 2 and are categorized as bei 'g primatlily verbal and/or
Nonverbal of cognition:

,

t
7 bl; 2

/ -. ..ProfiTes of IndivlduallY
-: Administered IntelligenCe .1" ts

c

a,

7.

p

Ftive Abillty
Primarily Milasured*

New. York:

Harcourt, ertce, Jovanbyiti4A972;

'Leiter International Performance2StAle;
Chicago: Stoelting Co.-, 1950. onverbal

w
McCarthy Seal es of th i 1 dren 's Abi 1 iti es .

New York: The PsSfchological Corporation,
1972.

Nebraska Teit 'of learning Apti-tdde. ,
Lincoln, NB: Union CoMege Press ,.1966.

Pictorial Test of, Intel 1 igence Boston :

. Ho ugh to n- Mi ff,1 in , 1964.
_ .

Raven Progressive Matrices . New York:

The PsycholOgicel Corporation, 1960,1965.

-Slossor) Intel 1 igence Test. East Aurgra,

Slosson' Educational J'ubi ication 1971.

Nonverbal & Verbal

,,NonVerbal.

Nowithtal-

-

Sta nfatd,Bi net Intelligence_Scale, .Form -L M
(Revised )i. los ton : Houghton - Mifflin

Company, .1972

New

The PsydliolOgical.torporation,. 1955. tiF

e St a 1 e for Ch i 1 dr e n-

Revised . New York:' The' Psychplogical
;Corporation, 1974: ! 11

WeChiler Preschool and Primary Seal e_of
Intelligence. NeW York The PsychOlogidal
Corporation, 1907.

Ybrk:

. ,

Motteltaik-'3ohnson ,P$;ycho--ducational Battery Verbal : Reading, M ematiVs,

(Tests of Cognitive Ability). Boston: Written Langpage. & Knowledge.
Tea-thing Resources, 1977 . ° "Schol asi4c Aptitudes

Nonverbal

Verbal

Verbal

'Nonverbal .& Verbal;

.

NiInverba.1 & Verbal

Nonverbal & Verbal

*While-the cognitive abilities indexed ere provide an.indication of the primary
emphasis of each test, it is unl i kely that they 'measure the abil i ti es in a pure,
dicrete- manner. That is,. it is verylikely that one employs, to some extent,
verbal cognition when performing what appear to be nonverbal tasks; the inverse
condition In which nonverbal thin,king may be used during verbal' taski is also/
possible. Therefore, the abilitid outlined for each test may be most appro-
priately viewed as representing the prilhry emphasis gf each testy, but not as
a discrete measure of only that ability. fr,

.
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Intra-Test Analysts

Sinci many learning disabled, students display major discrepancies and
variations. their cognttive performance, it frequently beneficial to analyze
a student's. performance on an individual Ty administered intelligence test. By
carefully analyzing and grouping,subtest scores , _one often. obtains a clearer
indication of- earni ng disabled student's ,cognitive, strengths and weaknesses,
and hence a more valid appraisal of hi/her ability level Some of the more -
frequently usebanalysis procedures are discussed in this section;

Kaufman's Procedures :
- -fr

As a result of .a factOr '_analyt _study of data d awn _from the standaryi-
zation sampl e, of the .WTS.etR, :KattNan (1 79) has been 01 e_t identify three ma-for
,factdrs" assessed in the./WISC4../ The factors and their irel a ed subtests are shown
in` Tabl e 3..

Table 3

aufartan 1s Regrouping of WISC-R Sub:tests

1

Vebal Comprehension Perceptual niiat tn fredmfoD t-ji s bill ty ;

Information - ; , , Picture Completion_ Arithmetic
Similarities Picture Arrangement .Digit Span
Vocabulary_ BlOck Design -' Coding. '

Comprehension Object Assembly. .

Maz,es , . .' . ,

. T . -

.1114

- In some. 6,ases particularly:W.1,th_ learning disable_d students (Blaha &
Vance, 1979) , "this_ catego.rization may characterize the cognitive,abli,1 i ties °of,
students in 'a more valid mariner,than the typical Verbai ICI7Performiiice 19 di thotOiny
So bot-ka a rich131aCk (1978) describe "a,-,procedgre' fo' rapidly Co.tiverting thfe.s,timmed
factor 'scores .'into_ standard Ap;:scones . This permits the direct comparisOn!of
the factors to each other. and to the Verbal Performance, and Full Scale f gcores

TO Verbal:. Comprehension factor would app'eu. io measure one's ability
to comprehend , Conceptualize,' and express verbal infollifiatton , as well as to
verbal ly' retain knowledge (exclusive of arithmetic skills): The Perceptual
Organization factor 'Would appear to- predominantly measure one's ability to con-
ceptual ize, and abstract nonverbal information. Thus; these two factors would
appear to pro-Vide a fairly .good representation of one's-verbal and no erbal cog-
nitive performance.

In contrast tp the, two:.cognitive. factors the Freedom froth Distracti-
bility cluster would appear to pribdrily, be a .measure of behavioral attributes.
Thetefore., 'it is 6ftiern felt to measure on's ability to selectively attend and
concentrate on tasks :° It rrtay also be a measure of test anxiety. However, while

-13-



it is quit 'easy to see how. a student may score very poor y on thethree sub-'
tests constituting this factor because of distractible be avior or test anxiety;
it is more difficult to conceive of students performing very well on the three
subtests merely by attending in a selective manner.._ The factor likely also-
measures same cognitive abilities (such as numerical skills., sequencing skills;
memory sKills; auditory reorganization abilities, fine motor skills, rapid learn-
ing propensities; and the like); that must be considered during the/ihterpre-
tation process.

Kaufman'tbook also provides invaluable Ata for flips t preting the sig.--

nificance of ,subtest scatter and verbal- performance IQ -disCi'epancies. He also

outlines a process for thoughtfully analyzing the scores obtaftred from the

WISC-11. Essentially; the procedures provide a step-by-step.process'in which
a better understanding- of a,n individual 's ,intellectual processes can be made
when his/her scores do not retemble the Verbal and Performance Scales of the-
WISC4.

.

Bannatyne's Categorizations:

Bannatyne (1971) has suggested a recaltegorization bf the tubtetts from ,s

the WISCwhich is also applicable for use with the WISC-R. It is a slight,

variant to'KaufTan's factor structure which often provides additional informa-
tion ''reg.arding a youngster's cognitive perfOrmatice. Bannatyne reconimends

division of the subtests into the categories'shown in Table 4..

Table 4

Bannatyne's Recategorizations ollIrSC:11 Subtests-

4

Verbal-Conceptualf- if5.patial
zation Ability Ability

.

Sequencing Acquired
Knowl-edge

. .

Comprehension- Picture Completi
Similaritiet; _Block Desigb

Vocabulary Object Assembly..

Arithm'etic Information
Digit Spari Arithmetic
Coding Vocabulary

; 6'

He defines the categories, as follows:

1. Verbal conceptualizing ability: ability, to manipulate and develop concepts;
strong reliance on language - cognitive skill's.

2 Spatial ability: ability to manipulate objects direcliy or symbolically
in multi-dimensional. space, without sequencing.

3 Sequencing, ability: ability to retain sequences of auditory and-, visual

stimuli in short term memory storage; attentional processes are also in-
volved. .

-4. Acquired ,-knowledge: estimate of educational attainment:



Sattler's Analysts:

Settler (1974, pp. 134-146) /has presented a classification-scheme of
the 1960 Stanford Binet Intelligence Scale which ". . . is offered as a means
of ordering data from tife Stanford-Binet and as a convenient Way_ vf describing
what the child has done in categories,that have some validity" (pi: 134). The
scheme was not to be used to determine specie' abilities, but rather was intended
to assist in making interpretations; apparent strengths and weaknesses need to N,

be substantiated by further testing. Settler's seven categories include: '

This category includes tests related to maturity of vocabulary,
in_re ation to the prekitidergarten level), extent-of vocabulary:-(referring

_

to the_number of Words the child can define), quality of_votabulary (measured.
b'-such tests, as abstract words, rhymes, ward naming, and definitions), and,'
comprehension of verbal relation--:

. .

.-... .Mpg. This category, containt meaningful; nonmeaningful; and visual, memory
tests, The tests are considered to reflectrote auditory memory, ideational.
memory, and attention span. : '. ....q

Conceptual Thinking, This category, while closely associated with language,
ability, is primarily concerned with abstract thinking. ,Such functions- as
generalization, assuming tan ''as if" aftitude, conceptual thinking, and
utilizing a categorical attitute are subsumed.

Reasoning. This category contains:verbal and nonverbal reasoning.tests.
The verbal absurdity tests are the prototype for the verbal reasoning- tests."
The pictorial and orientation prob.kms,represent a model for the nonverbal
reasoning tests. -Reasoning includes the perception .'of logical relations,
discrimination ability, and analysis and syrithesit.. Spatial-reasoning may°
also be measuredby the orientation jests.

-

Numerical Reasoning. This category includes tests involvins,arithmetic
toning problems. The content is-closely related to school learning. Numeri-
cal reasoning involves concentration and the abilitk to generalize from
numerical-data. 1

6. Visual-Motor. his category con ms tests concerned-with manual dexterity,
eye-liand coordin tion, and perception of spatialy.alatigns. Constructive
visual imagery ma -be.involved'in Oe paper fdl?ing test. Monyerbal re on-

ing ability may be-involved in some of the visual-motor tests:

7. Social Intelligence. This category strongly 'overlaps with the reasoning
category, so that consideration should-be given to the tests classified in
the latter.as also reflecting social comprehension'. Social intellf§ence
includes social maturity and social judgment. The comprehension and find-
ing reasons tests are seen to reflect social judgment, whereas obeying
simple commands, response to pictures, and comparison tests likely reflect
social maturity. (p. 135)

In his work, Settler 4-dentified the-sUbtetts from the Stanford=Binet whichiwere
associated with each category. He -also presented a_"Binetgram" which provides
a graphic, visual picture of an individual's strengths and weaknesses on.the

=15=
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Stanford-Binet. In addition;. Sattler describedh4 "standard deviation method"
which is used to facilitate analysiS' of one's performance on the scale. The.
protedure permi one to use chronological ageand/or,mental age as a reference

- point for analy ing a student's pattern of/perform,ance. (

Val ettl s Procedure:,
.

.Valett"(1965) has also presented a procedure on the Stanford-Binet; .

_While penerally similar ta_Sattl er 's conceptual ization,- it employs di fferent:
categorical .tiAtles and ,deltrftitio'n). The user is provided a profile sheet to
;vi ually display,a student's strengths and weaknesses in-the sixscategories:

. , .

. General Comprehension. - The, abil ity to conceptualize, and integrate compd-
°-nents intci a meaningful total relationship.'

Visual Motor -.Abil ity The ity to maniPul ate materials in problem sol
frig situations' usually reQuiring integration of vinal and motor skills.

3. Arithmetic Reasoning - The ability to make appropriate numerical associa-
. tionS and deal with mental abstractions in problem solving'; situations:

..- .

. Memory and- Concentra_tian - The ability to attend_and retain. Pequire's moth-
,

vation anlattention and-usually measures degree,of retention of various...,
test items.

Vocabulary and Verbal Fluency.-:The ab,ility to use words correctly in. associa-::
-:tion with _concrete or abstract niateil,a1;.; trie..underttanding b:f words and' Verbal concepts, the quality: and quantity tyf, verbal expresson.

JUdgment,and Reasoning -..The ity to coinprehen and respond appropriately
in specific situations requiring digcrimination,. c rnparisiin, and judgkent
in adaptation.,"

Gull ford's Structure of Intellect' Model :

. ford's Structbre of Intellect Model. Guilford (1967) has deyelOped
,a three - imensi6nA.theoretical model of intelligence that:lei-ids itself well
for organizing the constructs measured by various cognitive tests. The. dimen-
sionS, ofhit model are listed below -with'a defi-nition.of each dimensionliaufman,

7142):
.

. .-
1. Operations -- intellectual ;proces's es . i.. ,

a. cognition (c.): -:Immediate `awareness;-recognitik. or comprehension of
t , O

stimuli. ..., . ,

- ,
..

Memory (M): Retention of information in-the same form in vih, ih it was,
stored: .,, . .

,t,
. . . . ' \ -. . ' .

Evaluation (E): Making'-judgments about information in terms of a known
standakL

In



Convergent Production (N) : Responding to stimuli wi,t4-1 the unique or
'.,°best' answer. -- .

pro

. .

e Divergent production (D): 'Responding -to stimuli - where' the emphasis is
on varietpor. quality'.of response .(assdciated..wi'lh creativity) .

Contents--nature of the'itimui .'
.,

a. Figural' (F); ;Shapes or concrete -objects, , I

b. Symbol ic (S)-: '-..Numeral s-, s ingle letters is or any -.collect, symbol ..-
. . . . .

c., Semantic .(M):: . Words in d* ideas that 'convey meaning.
--

d. .Behavioral (B); Pri.marily nOnverbal , i'nvolwirtg ihumari-1 ractions
,
swith

-. a stress on attitudes-; veeds, thought, aria so on

Pr ducts--the way the. Stimuli.7are organ-tzed.'-'
/:

A hierarchy 'eXtehdtrig from 'Unitsictir, where the stimul i are perceived singly,.
to the increasingly more complex 'CI as'sei' (Cr- Relations (R);Systems (S),,

Trani formatfo'ns, tT), and:Implications ( I )

*, Meeker (1969) has -used Guilford's Structure Of ect (SdI) Model
.define and Interpret one's perforMance on the Stanford-Binet Intelligence

Sc'ale, Wectisl er Intelligence :Scal e for 'Chil dren; and Wechsler Preschool and
,Primary. Scale of Intelligence . Her procedure involves the use of cardboard
templates 'which are placedover the protocol sheets _to obtain the SOI factors

tured e test- SOI Institute (214 Main Street, El Segundo, CA 90k45-)
h s svbsequently ,developed templates for measuri ng the SOI factors of .the
echsl er Intelligence Seal e for Children ,Rev-ped, Wehs1 er Adult Intelligence

,Scale, Detroit Testi- Of Learning Aptitudes ; Slosson intelligence Test, His key-
-Nebi.aska Test of .Learning Aptitude, California Test of Basic Skills., and the
Pardh Index of CoMmUnicative. Abilities. .. .

v .
. ', , :,,,

:-.. .,, __.A
. -

, ( .

,- V -.'. 3. ..AthieveMen Tests, , .

;!,. , 1 ;

. -: ,. (.A1 though; achievemerit tests have _.been_ traditionally thought of by some -
6s. 'beg n g_. separate from abi1ity 'teSts anli/oTabtitude or intelligence_ tests ._ ._

,

(C,rprib`ith, 1960, there i;'s,,,_some eyi dened.. pl.. suggest the contrary... Settler. 097.4.
--.1ikts. Studies..that' have-cO,M0ared'_,soMe litel 1 igenee tests with, 'achievement tests-,\

showing nany ' hi.gh crfrrel arfiblis.:*1: It Asc. elieved that by analyzing information ..'
from individually adrilinistereil_ achi evem_ nt tests, ore can often gain some in:_: ;.

sight into Ilidividual ' s.'abilitY; level._ It is common among learning_ disabled
students, .for e>sam_ple..that -they Score; within the average range in mathematics,

'Wlifn e scoring signi fiicatitly below
that

and grade .expectanci es in ireadng ang
);. written langbage: (e.g, spelling)..' Thjs would suggest tha a .student under

'consideration may have. 'at least average ability, since it is theoretically not
. poiiibe to score above .one's.innate -potential . This woul d, of course, need

to be substantiated by Daher information because_ it is possibl e' that the young-
ster's abi...1 its') evel --Ma'y indeed be above his 1 evel of measured math skills.

It is al so beneficial to consider the information received from achieve=
m renttests whith provide measures es of general _information and knowledge (e.g. ,
Peabody indivicthal 'Achievement Test, Tests of Achievement from the Woodcock-

.
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general information and knowledge, which 'is in direct contrast to their learriLlt\
cognitive abilities which perglit thein to learn incidenta* godd amounts of

Johnson Psycho-Educational Batt,ery). Learning disabled students per-
form Significantly above their academic achievement levels" on measures of general
knowledge and information. Presumably, this is due to their relatively good

ing in more formal 'achievement-areas.

Individual achievement tests which may be o 'value in assessing ability
in this way include:

Peabody Individual AchievemenraTest. Circle ines, MN:
American: Guidance Service,-1970.

Wide Range Acbieve.me_nteaseti). Wilmington, -DE:
Guidance AS&oCiatet of Delaware, 1976.

oaf fa cation41 BatteryTests of Achievement).
Hingham, MA; Teaching Resources, 1977.

. 4

Special i zed 1,kbil itles

Information, neceived from tests which measure =re specialized abili=
ties are often of value for 'determining' abil ity level. MeaSures Of speclal i zed
abilities assess only a limited range ofstasks (e.g., specific aspects of
lariguage,mechanical comprehension, sense of pitch, finger dexterity, etc.).
Perceptual motor accuracy and speed (as opposed to higher level cognitive abi).i-
ties) is often emphasized in many of the tests of mechanical ability, a fact
which' should be considered when determining one's cognitive ability level. On

the other hand, other measureS primarily evluate cognitive functions.

Typically, tests of specialized abilities use profiles which permit
analysis of both inter- and int7-individiaal analysis of perforMance.

. Listed belOw are some measures of specializ ed abilities that may be
idered for use:

Detroit Tests of Lemming Apti:tudes.. Indianapol is-, IN:
Bobbs-Merril l,..1967. .

,Differential Aptitude Tests. New-York: The Psychdlogical
Corpora0on, 1972-75.
Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities. Urbana, IL:
University of Illinois Press, 1968.
Minnesoa_Rate of Manipeation Tests Circle Pines, MN:
American Guidance'Service, 1946 -69.

Minnesota Spatial Relations Test.
Ameritan Guidance Service, 1933=7

Pennsylva a__BiManual_Warkshoji.
American Guidance Service, 19'43-6

SRA_Test_of_Mechanical_Concepts.
Research' Associates , 1976.

Wide Range Intelligence and Personality Test.,
Wilmington, DE: Guidance Associates Of Delaware,'1974.

Circl e Pines , MN:
9.

Circle Pines, MN:
9.

Chicago : Science



5. Adaptive Behavior eales
_4

The definition of ability level used in t is report considers both a ,

_ _
considers

_

person's co
can

'adaptive performances, This is .consistent with the

current American Association of Mental Deficiency definition and the P.L. 94-442

law defining mental retardation_ As a result, adaptive behavior is. cosidered.

important n clarifying a person 's ability level and/ar i ntel 1 i gence:

Adaptive behavior scales reportedly measure the effectivenessor degree

to which an individual meets societal expectations of peissonal independence.and '

resp sibility. Thus, adaptive behavior scales can measure such attributes as

IIPJ
self help skills. communication.skills, perSonal',Self=directio(1 andmotivation,,--

s 1. skills, personal initiative and inderfendence, peer and. community rela:4 '.

.tions,personal responsibility; vocational activities, physical development, :;'

nonacademic-schopl roles, and the 1 ike. Benerally, use of 'these scaleS.with
...

infants and -presftool children involves the pririlary assessMent%of maturation

and development. The evaluation of School-aged children, adolescents, and adults,

on the other hand, Is more related to assessing societal customs and expecta-
tions 4Salvta& Yssel dyke, 1978).

...

-.
.

.

IFI

,_

AdaptiVe,behavior scales provide an additiondl,perspecive ft M which

to view one's ability level , since they preient an indication4of the 'effective-

use one is making of his/her ability level . Care must be taken to assure techni-

cal adequacy.

.Some of thg,available ddaptive_behavior scales include:

. ' I'
T

P Mer Adaptive_gghavior Scal e . Was hi ngton , DC' : °_

American Association on Mental Deficiency-, 1969.

:4101D_Adaptive Bebavior Scale - Public School Vegion- (1974 R.Eki.o0oW,

Washington, DC: Amefican-AssoCiation on Mental Deficiency, I97-5-.

. Baltbazar Scales; of Adaptive Beilalior. ''Palo Alto; -CA:\ .
Epfkrif ting -PSychdlogists Press . i A . .

' CainzLeyine Social Competencylcale. Palo Alto, CA:

Consbl-ffing Psychologists Press, 193. .

9):SOMPA = Adaptive=Baluodar Inventory Children (ABIC) .

New York: The Psychological:CorPoration, 1'977,

Vineland Soci_a_l_tAaturi ty Scal e. ,CIrcl e Pi nes ,. MN:-

American Guidance-Service, 1965. ,(OriginalTy published,

Iducational Testing Service, 1953).

Developmental :Social , and Educational Histories - Obtaining and analyz-

ing a record of an individual 's general development,' social , and educational

growth will often provide further information about one's cognitive growth and

maturation. Sbch fnformation provides insight from, a slightry different per-

.
spective than th-&- -previously discussed areas;_

ti

Princeton:
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'6.- Psychological Extras

The-use-of-flpsycholo§tCal -extras is an effort to search- for additional
informatiOn about an individual student's learning and. cognitive abilities be
yond_that received from standardiZed ability measures or test scoresjKratochwill,
1977)._ "Their merit appears to be in deliberate attempts to fOcus:onlinfOrmation-
acquisition processes and strategies that provide leads at,t0 how,a child could
'be assisted in classrooms and, if necessary; during remedial sessions.'. With:'
their emphasis onmhat workS.for this child. they, do offer information .beyond
many conventional testing practices." (Kratochwill,.1977, p. 307).

Some examples of inforMal assessmert strategies are briefly described
below, mare specific regarding these strategies is_desiredi one
mayfer to_KratoChwit1j1917) and the other primary references cited there.

1

Learning Potential Assessment - This strategy uses a test-train-retest
assessment paradigm to. determine-. the amount of learning necessary to
facilitate' acquisition of new.skills.

Paired - Associate Learning - Paired learning tasks (e.g.,...ukun pairs,
picture pairs, number pairs,'etc.) are provided to determinp the length
of time necessary for such learning. This procedure is based on the
,preMiWthat_learning new information reflects.a,direct measure of
learning ability; rather than measuring patt learningi;as is the case

. .

with many tests.

'.Diagnostic Teaching_7 A studentris taught selected materials in a rather
Controlled' fathiOn visual Vt._alidttOrY, structured vs. unstruc
tured, concrete vs. conceptual, etc.) to deXermine_the qualitative
manner in which the student learns best. This technique may provide
,information regarding an individual's level of ability With. respect

to specific teaching technique%.

7. Observation Techniques

,Observing a student in the classroom,or in more unstructured situa-
tions such as on the playground or in the gym, oftem provides invaluable indi-
cations of one's ability level. Such observations provide insight with respect

to the. level of the youngster!s cognitive abilities and, perhaps more importantly,
how Ke'or she uses them Weveflday, practical situations.

When observing a student, it is often beneficial to use time-samp14
or behavior - frequency counting methods and use the student's peers as controls
since norm-referenced instruments are not readily available in this assessment'

area. (Particularly useful references include Deno, 1979; Werry and Quay, 1969;
Becker, Madsen, Arnold and Thomas, 1967;.Goodwin and Coates, 1977).

An observation sequence may be of most value for determining ability
when it includes the following dimensions:

Attention Skills.- One might consider task orientation variables (i.e.,
to what is the student attending) and possible causes of inattention,
if present.
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Verbal Abilities - Note:ShOuld_be made of the youngster't receptive
(i.e., listening comprehension) and_expressiVe

Try to determine the student-sapproaci
to'tasks,_speed of decision making and responses, persistence with
(esneciallYHsomewhat difficult) tasks, task completion, motivation,
and the like,

Social Behavior. - ,Observe the youngster's behavior'and.social strate-
gies with both peers and adults in structured and unstructured situa=
Mons.

Classroom Variables = Observe the climat6'of the classroom and whether
the teacher is sensitive to the individual needs of students. Also,
note the various strategies and adjustments the teacher has tried with
the student and their effects.

1.A4122c*ALL

The first part of the Checklist developed by the LD Institute in May
provides a broad analysis of the various approaches discussed in this chapter
for determining ability level. While the team is not expected to fulfill all
aspects of the Checklist in this first area, it is recommended that each of
the seven major areas be noted and appropriate data listed when available. The

first section is reprinted below for reference use.

Determining Ability Level

Note the .tests and procedures used, at the IEPC to determine-the student's

ability level:

I. _General Intelligence Tests: Comments:

Intra -Test Analysis:

Kaufmani,s procedures

Bannatyne's Categories

Sattler's Analysis

Val ett's Procec4ire

Structure of the Intellect

Used
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Itcb-i-ev-em-ent-Tests:

Specialized Abilities:

Adaptive Behavior:

Learning Potential Assessment

Paired-Associate Learning

Diagnostic Teaching

. Dlaservation_Techniques:

Developmental/Social History

Used
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CHAPTER TWO

rem of Achievement
Background

As noted earlier, the principle underlying the current definition
of learning disabilities is that of a severe discrepancy between a particular
student's ability level and his or her achievement in the school setting. The

seven achievement areas defined in the federal and state rules include:

(1) Oral expression

(2) Listening comprehension

(3) Basic reading skills

(4) Reading comprehension

(5) Written .expression

(6) Mathematics cal culation

(7) Mathematics reasoning.

Only one area of achievement need be discrepant with the student's ability in
order for a diagnosis of learning disabilities to be, rther considered. But

the seven areas described seldom appear, in isolation. Lack of basic reading

skills often indicates a similar weakness in reading comprehension. The rela-

tionship between,calculation and reasoning in mathematics is often an equally

serious problem fat.-.6 learning disabled student. So while the rules indidate.
that only one area of achievement need be Uf concern to the assessment team, 'it

is wise to consider as many related areas as possible.

This chapter 'ell discuss each' of the seven areas of achievement. For

each _topic, a definition will be posed and then discussed, and some possible
assessment instruments and strategies will be presented for further considera-

tion.

Evaluating Achievement

There-are a few general comments regarding the evaluation of achieve-
ment that would be valuable to consider before discussing each of the achieve-

ment areas. FirSt,'the list of tests and evaluation procedures provided here
is not exhaustive, and there are other evaluation instruments and procedures

not listed here that can be appropriately used to evaluate achievement. Second,

the tests and procedures suggested do vary with respect to the adequacy 'of their

standardization, validity, and reliability; diagnostic personnel will need to

determine which instruments are sufficient for their use Reference to Salvia,

and Ysseldyke's work -(1978) would be of assistance in this area.

Both informal and formal instruments have been suggested since each

instrument may be of ce'rtain value when evaluating achievement. It is .recom=.

mended, however, that formal evaluation instruments be used as much as possible

for the initial determination of learning disabilities since they provide stand-

ard scores or percentile ranks that permit the type of comparison between ability

level and achievement described in the next chapter on severe discrepancy.
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Information regarding actiievement level froM informal: tests and other sources
(teaCherinformotion-, work tampleS, etc.) might best be_Vjewed,as-being-supple
mentary_,,exCept in those cases where the collection of formal diagnostic data.
is simply Rot possible,

The Learning Disabilities Institute participants ilso recommend at'
individually administered tests be used to evaluate a students achievement"
level. The time fattoriassotiated_with the use of=individually_administertd
tests is offset by the quality_of_information received from individual testing'
situations:_ viz.,.-being able to directly observe_the student's Oerformance.:
during testing, and being able to obtain more valid-and reliable test dat6.-
If group achievement tests are used, it is recommended that they be admini-.
stered individually or in small groups so thatthe student's behavtOrcan be'
more fully observed. It is also important-to consider the nature of the group
achievement tests to insure that the achievement area.under evaluation is actually
being assessed! for, example; if mathematics is being_ evaluated, it is:important.
to properly determine the amount_of_readingrequired in the test; so that_poor
reading ability does not unduly influence the mathematics performan-e_of
student,

. It is not always essential to formally evaluate all seven areas of
achievement. -While it is important that the educational planning committee'
has adequate information.on all seven areas, it does not necessarily need. fOr-
malized test information on -each area. If there is adequate teacher_AnfOrma7
tion (e.g.i.worksamples_and grades) that a student is performing Well in all
aspects of Mathematics4 it. is not essential that mathematics be evaluated for-,
mally,' 'But whenever there is the slightest possibility of chronic difficulty
in an achievement area, or reasonable uncertainty regarding achievement in an
area, formal testing procedures should be initiated.

The Checklist at the conclusion of this chapter includes the seven
achievement -areas and requires the IEPC team to'identify now.each area was
assessed. If some areas are informally 'or formally evaluatd, some report should
be included to provide a basis for the team's final decisions.

Seven-Achievement Areas:
Discussion and. Assessment

Oral Expressionll

Definition. Oral expression is the ability to express oneself utiliz-
ing votal speech and language. This includes :_

.A. ,Pho ology --producing the phonemes (speech sounds) of a language
acc rdtng to the rules which dictate their combination.

B. Morphology = producing the morphemes (smallest meaningful spoken
units having a'differential function)' of a language according to
the rules which dictate their combination.

Syntax - employing the rules which dictate the sequence, combine.;
tion, and function of words in an acceptable spoken sentece;','.

.



Semantics - producing spoken utterances which are relevant and
meaningful in a'. given communication context,
.-,d.

ct-r- .-7-
.

Discussion. Ora'' expres,sion is the
7 abilityity to express oneself verbal ly

..iand includes utilization:of the phonological , morphological ,. syntactical, and
_semantic aspects.of oneli own language system. While these fotir components a're

-'.1tist d separately for purposes of explanation, it is important to, underitand
th t, all foUr components typically interact in an ongoing, Simultaneous Manner

:wh n normal oral expression is taking place.' A separate-analysis/of the corn=
oonents merely perTnits,A Tnore precise examination and..definition of the func-
tion '',oral eipression." Any.,valic assessment of oral" expression should involve
utilizable oral. expression abilities. when the four components'are being used

, ,
.` concurrently,in:conteit. ..

..

While many aimbinatiens of oral expression problems may .occurZ.Ahe
primary characteristic of students .exhibiting an expression deficit is their
inability to formulate age-approniate spoken language: In any case, it is
highly recoinmehded'thatan assessmentteam evaluating .a child suspected of having
a ,specific disability in the area of oral expression consult a speech and lang-.
uage therapist for assisting Tin the diagnosis.

Two additional concerns: need to be Considered when evaluating' the oral
/expression (as well as the listening comprehension) of a student in sdhool:
'0) primary language and dysfunctions in Standard_Arnerican English; and, (2) re-,
lationships between language and thinking.'

Si nce language is at 1 eastin :part, environmental ly determined, 'the first
concern is related to the' issue of language disabilAk-in-homes 'where a second
language is spoken either exclusively or in actditidn to Standard %American, Engl ish.
This issue'is Significant-because it is clearly inappropriate and detrimental
to _diagnose a Studer-1.E as having aJanguage.dysfunction, unless the Student is_
dysfunctional in ,hslher primary language or dial.ett(Salvia & Ysseldyke, 1978).
Therefore, to the degree possible, it, is 'essential that 'students from bilingual
Tomes are eial,uated in their primary :language, as well as in. Standard American
English

It. is -also important tO consider that students who, do not have a Lang.=
'uage dysfunction in'ther primary language,' may.-have a -deficit in:Standard

N hnerican Engl ish that can restricttheir, academic progress. Thus , Standard
Ameriean English mayneed to be evaluated and taught f -deficient, no`t because.

butit is superior, burather because. it provides individuals . greater access :to
our educational and Social-system (Salvia & ,Ysseldyke 1§7g).

,

The second issue concerns the ciinfuSion of_ the corre§pohctence between
langege and intellectual competericd-(Sali-a-. & Ysseldyke-; '1978). There iS little
agreement among psychoogists.and lingifisti about where linguistic competence
ends and intellectual competence bdgins. .1kerdfore, when assessing oral expres-
sion and listening comprehension, careful'consideratiOn-needs to be,given to
the. assumed amount of intellectual .competence being assessed andits relation-
ship' to verbal compdtence:
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Enabling_procedures. Whemevaluating oral- expression, both formal and
informal assessment techniques cah be valuable. Table 1 lists a number of,
instruments and techniques that may be used to evaluate various aspects of oral '
expression. As noted earlier, the technioal adequacy_ and clinical appropriate-
ness of each strategy should be ascertained prior to its use for decision
making., The L: D. Institute participants have included information pertatains
to the four areas (Phonology, Morphology, Syntax and Semantics) of oral vxpres-
sion and some guidance- for age- appropriateness.: -

Table 1

Characteristic Uses of
Tests 'tor Oral Expression

.1

Tests/Strategies ,

.

Grade
Appropriatenets

O
1--0
c
2
ca.

>1

0.0
0.

tm

X
(El

-0

g,

r-
4-)
c
n3

1

Bankson Language' Screenutest. Balti-
.

Pre -3

.

.

Pre-3

K-12

Pre -12

Pre-6

Pre=12
.

,

1,712

Pre -12

1-

4

.

x

.

x

x

X

,

i

x

x xr

x

more, MD: University Park Press; 1977.
.

Carrow El i cited. -Language Inventory,

Austin, TX: LearningConcepts, 1974:

Clinical- Evaluation of Language Function's.
Columbus., OH: Charles E. Merrill i-1980.

Detroit Tests of tearning-Aptitude:
Indianapolis, IN Bobbs-Merrill , 1967. ,

Expressive One -Word PictUrtAocabulary
Test. NoVato, CA: Academic Therapy
Publications, 1979.

Fi s her- Logemann Test_of_Articulatlan.

Competence. Boston, MA: Houghton-Mifflin,
1971: ,

Fletcher Time-By-Count Test of.Diiadocho= o

kinetic Syllable- Rate. Tigard, OR: O. C.

Publications, 1978. /-,m004N

/
Goldman-Fristoe Test of Articulation.
Circle Pines, MN: AmeriQn Guidance
Service, Inc.; 1969.

Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities.
Urbana,' IL: University of Illinois Press,
1968.
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,

Tests/Strategies
Grade

Appropriateness

0
i--_,

a
0
2
c...

0,
o

..c
0.tE

X
co

v)

.1-..

0
(..)

-1-$

0
m
M*

4

Mean Length of Response - Average number
Of words used in number of separate,
utterances. ,

4 '

Mean Length of Utterance - Average number
of, morphemes used per utterance.

Mean Sell ce Length - Average number of

words use in a sentence.

.

1S A . 1 --,'fig Test. .

.

Pre=6.

Pre-6.

Pre=.6

Pre=3

Pre-12

7=12

Pre-6 I

Pre=3

6-12

Pre-6 ,
.

Pre=6
7-12

I

.

.

j

x

x

.

x-

x

x

x

.

x.

X.

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

4,K

x

x

x .

x

Evanston, I . Northwestern University 1

,Press, 1971. .

Oral Language Sentence. Imitation Screening
Test. Copyright Zachman, Huisingh, -

Jorgpnsen and Barrett, 1977. %

Pho-tOArticulaion_Test.. Danville, IL:
Intert-tate Publishers, 1969.

.

Porch Index of Communicative Abilities.
Palo Alto, CA: Consulting Psychologists
Press, 1974.

Airch-Index_of_XxmmlunixatAAT__Allilities
in Children. Palo Alto, CA: Consulting
Psychologists Press, 1974.

Preschool Language Scale. Columbus, OH:

Charles E.' Merrill , 1969. .

Test of Adolescent Language. Austi , :

Pro=Ed. 1980.

Test of Language Development. Austin,

TX Pro-Ed. 1977.

Development. Saltage
_

Lake City, UT: C mmunication Research
Accnt_ _ 1967:



Table 1 Continued

_,..1._

-

Tests/Strategies
Grade

Appropriateness

0
I;
C0
.=

-C
O.
S..
e

X
+a
C
.>,

oo
-r-
-P
C
al

cu

Ward - Heasley Evaluation of Expressive.

3-12

Pre-12

Pre-12 .

.

.

k

Language. North Canton, OH: Stark
Publishers, 1976.

Wechsler's Intelligence Tests. New York:
The Psychological Corp., 1955, (Kaufman's
Verbal Comprehension and/or Bannatyne's.
Conceptualization Clusters).

Woodcock-Johnsori Psycho-Educational
Battery. Hingham, MA: Teaching Resources,
1977. (Verbal Ability Cluster).

Listening Comprehension

_DeflAttion. Listening comprehension is the auditory ability to receive
and to understand spoken utterances. Listening comprehension includes:

A. Phonology - auditorily discriminating the phonemes (speech' sounds)
of a language according to the rules which dictate their-combina-
tion..

B. Morphology - understanding the morphemes (smallest meaningful spbken
units having a differential function) of a language.wheb these are
produced by a speaker according to the rules which dictate their,
combination.

C. Syntax - understanding the sentences of a speaker when these are
produced according to-an /Acceptable sequmence,,combination and )

iunction of words.

Semantics - understanding any spoken utterance of a talker which
is relevant and meaningful toa given communication context.

P Discussion. The Institute parti pants'have further defined listehirig
compreherision as the ability to comprehen heard verbal information which i

cludes utilization of the phonoIogical, riorphological, syntactical,,and semantic
aspects of one's own-language system. '

The user of this report may wish to refer again to the discussion por-
tion of the "Oral Expression" section above for an elaboration of sOme of the
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major issues and considerations related-to the evaluation of listening compre=

hension. Some issues discussed there apply to listening comprehension,as

The primary characteristic of .students exhibiting a listening comprp-
hension deficit is their inability to comprehend the spoken word. The tnabilAy
to understand words, however, must be differentiated from disordeM releted to

distractibility or auditory memory.
,

As ;in assessing oral expression, a separate ahalysisiqf the components
listed above merely permits a more precise examination and def*nition of the
function of listening comprehenSion and'a valid assessment of listening compre-
hension should involve the subject's overall utilizable listening comprehension

abilities when the four components are being wed concurrently in context.

1
'

Enabling Procedures. Table 2 below includes characteristic informa
tion about a wide variety of tests and strategies that can be Used to assess'

listening comprehension. (Some tests have also been listed in Table 1.) Each

has again been vofiled according to the four components of the definitioX''

Table 2

I
Characteristic Uses of

Tests for Listening Comprehension

Grade

Tests/Strategies' Appropriateness
r

r
as

,C).0
CL

`;-)7)/..0=
a.

0

X
ft,

4-)0
b.,

V)

.
,..)

",..
4J
c
r13E
CU

V)

Assessment of Children's Language Compre-

x x .

x x

x

x

x .

hension. Palo Alto, CA_: Consulting
Psychologists Press, 1973. ";' Pre;E

Bankson Landuage-Streening_Test. Baltimore:-

University 'Park Press, 1977. Pre-6

Clinical Evaluation ofUanguage Functions. ,

Columbus, OH: Charles E. Merrill, 1980., K-12
It

Detroit Tests of Learning Aptitude._-
Indianapolis, IN: Bobbs-Merrill, 1967. Pre=.I2

Goldman=Fristoe-Woodcock Auditory Skills _

Tests Battery. C i r c l e i n e s , MN: American

GuidanCe Service, 1974. % Pre -12

Illinois Test_of_Psycholinguistic Abilities.
Urbana, IL: University of Illinois Press,

1968. Pre-6



Table 2 (.Continued)

et

.

..::,
, tests/Strategies

Grade ,
Appropriateness

ol
.....9

..4J..

0
cf

>,
o ,

PcS.00.
s-

,2

k
ms

4.,
c

v.-')

u
45-.0
(13

E
in

,

Narthwestern_Syntalc-Screenin9'Test.

e

Pre-7

i
Pre.1.2

.

Pre-7

7 =p2

Pre-3

Pre-3

Pre-3

6.:12

8
Pre-6

Pre-6

Pre-6

.

x

.

x

x

x"

x

x

x

x

x

x

x.

x

Evanston, IL: Northwester') University
Press, 1971. ,

Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test. Circle
Pines, MN:lAmerican Guidance Service,:
1959.

Porch_intlex_of-Communicative Abilities.
Palo Alto, CA: Consulting Psychqlogists
Press, 1974.

Porch Index of Communicative_Abilittes
in Children. Palo Alto, CA: Consulting
Psychologists Press, 1974.

......"
.

P.rescho61 Language Scale. Columbus, OH
Obarles E. Merrill 1969. ''',

Screening Test for the Auditorl Compre-
hension-Of Language. Austin, TX4 Learning

,

Concepts, 1975.
--,,

-Test fon_Atlie-Akuditory Comprehension of
Language. Austin, TX: Learning Concepts,
1973:,

(Test of Adolescent Language. Austin, TX:
Pro-Ed, 1980. .

.

1. .- 1-,- .,--it. Austin, TX:'
Pro-Ed, 1977.: 1 (i-

_ ,---
Totten :Test for Children". Hingham, MA:
Teaching Resources.

Tree-Bee Test of Auditory Discriminatio .

Novato, CA: Academic Therapy Publicati ns,
1978.



Table .; ( COntinued )-

Tests/Strategies

Grade
Appropriateness

cno..--
0
S,

o

2
f.

g
t

u
r^.

t
2

Utah Test of Language. Development. Salt

Pre-12

_

6 -12 , x

.

Lake City, UT: Communication Research
Associates, 1967; .

Wechsl er Intelligence Scale for Children:

Revised. New York: Psychological Corp.,
1974: .-1-

Wfloman_Audiory Discrimination Test. Los,

Angeles: Western Psychological Services,
1973. -

,

Basic Readiag Skills

Both Basic Reading Skills and its adjoining area, Reading Comprehen-

sion, need to contideted as complementary dimensions of. achievement.' The
apparent sepa ation of each here is for diagnostic and exglanatory purOoses
and, should not be construed as realistic.

Definition

Basic reading skill is defined .6s:those fundamental reading,Tkills,
processes, and strategies required for identifying clues significant for mean-

ing in written text'and for attainingcOprehension skills. This area includes

such items as:

A. Sight word vocabulary: identifying words by sight from theircon -1
and form, and, when in context, from their semantic

and syntactic relationships.

B. Phonic Analysis: identifying words by utqizing sound-syMbol rela
tionshro and structural onalysis.

. Reading rate: reading speed and
processing of meaning.

Text Analysis_ identifying and responding to the clues inherent

in the shape, flow and direction'of written discoUrse.

E. Proficiency: combining all elements of basic reading skills and
strategies soas to gain the maximum momentum for reading.

en cy that reflects the efficient
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'Discussion

Basic reading skills are viewed as skills, processes, and strategies
fundamental for both leading the reader to- meaning,,,and for confirming meaning
in the text. Since reading proficiency is .rooted in the pursuit of meaning by
the reader, it is important to _consider the accuracy of ,basic reading skills
primarily in a context meaningful to the reader, and only secondly in isolation.
Thus, while 'it is perhaps of value to°assess such skills as sight vocabulary
and phonics -abilities in isolation, it is most'crifical to evaluate them in.a
textual context meaningful to the student. By, evaluating them in a context
meaningful to tIO reader, one ottains an indication of the degree to which the
student is able to use the Basic skills in the total. reading act. This ik
important since, for example, some poor readers have fairly good facility
identifying.,phonics rules in isolation, but demonstrate much difficulty. Apply-
,ing them in context. The,inverse situation in which the student can employ
the rules \in context, but not in i'solation, is also relatively common with
learning disabled- students. A similar situation in which students, read words
by sight in 'context better than in isolation has also been observed. The

recommended- assessment of individual basic, reading skills should not be inter-
preted to mean, that a student's basic reading skills alone can determine a learn
ing disability. A composite profile of the student's basic reading skills and
strategies i s needed for the determination of ds or her achievement level.

It is important to also consider that there is not always ..a direCt
correspondence between basic reading skills and reading comprehension. Fre- .,

quently, learning disabled students will perform b sic reading skill tasks very
poorly, while their reading comprehension remains relatively well-developed.
In other cases, however, the reverse situation is .also observed., As a result,
it is important not to predict one type of reading ability from performance ca
the other, since they would appear to be semi-independent:: Regardless of thrrr
"connected-ness," both areas need to be evaluated.'

Enabling Procedures

In an effort, to identify particular norm-referenced and criterion- .'
referenced inst-ruments,useful in evaluating basic reading skills, the Institute
has conipilicl a group.pf -possible assessment tools. Table .3 contains somePOsi-
ble tests and :notes chiracterit`tic grade-ranges and basic skill areas ,appro,-

priate to each particular strategy:
..:

In addition to these instruments, there .are a number of dianosti
procedures that, provide good analysis of a reader's basic reading strategies.
Foremost among these is the Reading Miscue Inventory, developed by Yetta odman

and Carolyn Burke (1977) and available,from Macmillan and Company, New York.ii
. -,
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Table 3

Some Useful Tests for ;
Evaluating Basic Reading Skills

Test and Publisher

Grades Type of Skill

Appropriate Examined

,Basic Educational Skills Inventory: Reading.
Torrance, CA: Winch and Associates, 1972=
1973.

Botel Reading Inventory. Chicago,

Follett Educational Corp., 1961.

1-12

Phonic Analysis
Sight Vocabulary

Sight VocabularY
Phorkic Analysis

tr_i_texiOn Test of,Basic Skills. Novato, :

Academic Therapy Publications, 1976.

Diagnostic Reading Scales. Monterey, :

CTB/McGraw=Hill, 1963..

Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty.
New York: Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, 1955.

Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests. Los

Angeles: Western Psychological. Services,

1965.

Gates-McKillop Reading Diagnostic Tests.
New York: Teachers College Press,1972.

Gilmore Ora_Reatling_Tist. New York:

Harcourt,- Brace, Jovanovich, 1968.

Gray Oral Reading Test. Indianapolis, :

Bobbs-Merrill, 1963.

Peabody Individual Achievement Test.
Circle Pines, MN: American Guidance Service,
1970.

Silent Reading Diagnostic Tests.
PA: Meredith Corporation, 1970.

_Spacte_04agnostic Reading Scales.
CTB/McGraw-Hill, 1963-1972.

Ardmore,

ew York:

1 -6 Sight Vacabulary
PhOnicAnalysis

1-6 SightVetabularx
ZLonic Analysis
ReadingiRate

1;12 Readirng Rate

Sight Vocabulary
Phonic Analysis,
Reading Rate

1-8 Reading Rate

1-College Reading Rate

1=12

2-6

1-

Sight Vocabular*
*.

'Sight Vocaliulary
Phonic Analysis

Sight Vocabulary
Phonic Analysis
ReaAing Rate



Table 3 (Continued)

Test and Publisher
Grades

Appropriate
Type of Skill

Examined

Stanford Diagnostfc_Readt6gTest, 'flew

York: Harcourt,- Brace; Jovanovich977..

Wide Range Achievement Test (Rivised)._
Wilmington, DE: Guidance Associates of
Delaware, 1976.

. Hingham, MA:
Teaching Resources, 1977.

ttery

Woodcock Reading Mastery Tests. Circle
Pines, MN: American Guidance Service, 1973.

.1-12 'Sight Vocabulary
Phonic Analysis
'Reading Rate

K-r2. Sight Vocabulary

Preschool,
College

sight Vocabulary
- -Phonic Analysjs-

Sight Vocabulary
Phonic Analysis

Reading Comprehension

Definition

Whether considered in oral or silent=reading contexts, reading compre-
hension is definedas the process by which the ideas and meaning intended by
the author is understood or confirmedAy the reader.

Reading comprehension coQsists of two levels of performance:

A. Literal: understanding information which appears directly in the
written material, e.g., summarizing ideas, answering questions
based directly on the content of a written passage, sequencing
details and ideas.

B. Inferential: interpreting and generalizing from what has been
read; the reader demonstrates the ability to expand upon'and
generalize from the written material, e.g., noting cause-effect
relationships, drawing conclusions, judging accuracy; distinguish-
ing between fadt and opinion, making predictions.-

Discussion

A reader appears to compretend written text when he or she can under-
stand, confirm; disprove, summarize and/or infer from the ideas presented by.
the author. Reading comprehehsion is an equally important dimension to the
profile of a proficient reader suggested by the earlier examination of Basic
Reading Skills.



It is important to ,keep a number of factors in mind when considering

how well a particularitudenicomprehends written text. Research has shown
that readers comprehend best. when these elements.are.prespnt bOth in the text
andlthe;readtng act:

1.. degiTe of compatibility ands- "match" between the language and vo-
cabulary of the students and-that of the author and text;

2; relative clarity and "density" of the concepts being dtveloped
in the text by the author;

3, relative predictability Plredundancyl'of,the_syntactic structures
and concepts of the text;

the specific_ expectations of the student reader upon first inter=

acting with the text, learn, confirm, disprove, summarize,
retell or infer from.the ideas presented; and

,the range of options or, reading strategies held by the reader which
.ban be flexibly.employed depending upon his/her intent and needs.

EMU:Ng Procedures

Evaluation of a particular student's level of reading comprehension,
whether at the literal- or inferential levels, will be most successful when a
variety of passages with significant portions of text are utilized. Whenever
possible, the determination of a student's ability to draw meaning from a
writteCpassage should occur within lengthier passage9,from a variety of authors

and sources.

Table 4 contains an arbitrary selection of tests and strategies that
can be used to determine the reading comprehension ability of students sus-

pected of haying a specific learning disability. Each has been profiled as

to grade apkopriateness and the particular level(s) of comprehension it addresses.

Again, diagnostic persons seeking a more comprehensive but not norm-referenced
strategy should consider Goodma'and Bur'ke's Reading Miscue Inventory.

Table 4

Some Useful Tests for
Evaluating Reading Comprehension_

Test and Publisher

Appropriate
Grades

Type of
Comprehension

Bri-ganc-efliagnostfc_l_nv_entories. .North__ _

Billerica; MA: Curriculum Associates, 1976,
. 1977.1978, 1980.

IliagnosticReading_Scales. Monterey,

CTB/McGraW=Hilli.1963.

Preschool- Literal

12

1-6 literal
Inferential



Table (Continued)

'

Test and Publisher
Appropriate Type of

Grades Comprehension

Durrell_Analysis-of Reading Difficulty.
York: Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, 1955.

Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests. Los Angeles: 1-12 Literal
Western Psychological Services, 1965.

Gilmore Oral Reading Test, New York: Harcourt, 1-8 Literal
Brace, Jovanovich; 1968.

Literal

Gray Oral Reading Test. Indianapolis, IN: 1-College Literal
Bobbs=Merrill, 1963.

I Circle 1-12 Literal

Pines; MN: American Guidance Service, 1970.

Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test. New York:
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, 1977.

Test of Adolescent Language. Austin, :

Pro-Ed, 1980.

Test of Reading Comprehension. Austin, T
Pro-Ed, 1978.

Woodcock-Johnson Psycho-Educational Battery
(Tests of Achievement). Hingham, MA: Teaching
Resources, 1977.

'all s !' a AG u

6L12

1-12

Preschool=.-

College

Literal

Inferential

Literal

Inferential

Literal

Inferential

Literal

Circle Pines, 1-12 Literal

MN: American Guidance Service, 1973:

Written Expression

Of the seven achievement areas now identified as being keys. to isolat-
ing a severe discrepancy in school-age cOildren, written expression presents
the largest series of questions. What th meant by written expression in the
context of the state and federal definitio0 How is written expression accurately
evaluated in terms of 'a particular student's language and experience? What
strategies and instruments are powerful enough to measure written expression
beyond simple "editing skills" like spelling and punctuation? Clearly, it may

take a series of contested decisions about students identified as being learn-
ing disabled in :this specific achievement area before suitable guidelines are
developed. For the moment, the following ideas and procedures are suggested to
examine a student's performance in written expression.

4 4
4 .A



Definition

Written Expression is the ability to use. one's own graphic symbol sys
tem to clearly communicate ideas, thoughts and feelings in a meaningful way.

In order to write' meaningfully; a person must be competent in at least
five basicwriting areas:

A. Mechanical =, to form letters, words, numerals, and sentences in a-\,
legible manner;

B. Productive - to generate enough meaningful sententes tb express
on 's thoughts , feelings, and opinions adequately;

C. Con entional - to write in compliance with accepted standards of
style, especially those governing punctuation; capitalization,'.
format, and spelling;

u d

Discussion

Linguistic - to use acceptable English syntactic, morphological,
and semantic elements; and

-Cognitive - to express ideas, opinions, and thoughts in a creative
and organized way, including writing at an expected level of

abstraction.

Writing to express one's ideas, concepts and feelings meaningfully is
the result of a carefully articulated developmental process. In the-past ten

years, researchers like Donald' Graves; Janet Emig and James Britton have pains-

takingly studied how writing appears and grows in children. The results of

their work are critical for any diagnostician charged with the task of formally
evaluating the written expression of students suspected of being lealming dis-

abled. Britton (1970) and Graves (1978,(1978, 1980) work in particular underscore
how unreliable a picture one gets of a child's written expression,if only
standardized achievement instrument subtests are used to evaluate it. For more

is happening in the child's use of languaye and thinking when he or she puts

a pencil to paper than such tests have ever conceptualized.

Effective, meaningful writing at any age 'requires the interaction of

each of the five component skills mentioned above. However, it is quite natural

for poor performance in several of the areas to be demonstrated by young, de;,-

veloping authors. Some diagnosticians have argued that poor performance in

anyany one component area (such as trih-alutwrittrrg-or-spel ling_ would-not-usual-1-y

suggest a probltm in written expression, unless it could be demonstrated that

this single low ability is significantly interfering with the student's ability

to express himself in writing. Current research has cast doubt on whether even

that condition can be accurately judged Younger children, for exampl e; invent

their own conventions for syntax and spelling; while these appear quite differ-

ent from adult discourse, they are necessary preconditions to developing more

conventional writing forms.

-38- 1'
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It is essential to keep the developmentil 'nature' Of writing in mind
while examining the -products of wr tten expression. ,The influence of each of
the fiye components. changes with le rning and,Maturatibn. The mechanical and
conventional components seem to be f .primary 'ins uctionalfoCus during the
early. 'elementary grades, while the remaining tom onents receive increased
attention as- the student progresses in school . Similarly, the student's per-
ception' of how migh'another re brings to the written 'product Shifts from
childhbod to -adolescence. Th e concerns are seldom addressed by standardized
assessments; teachers and di nostic personnel need to refer to other more

. '

subjective models to develop an accurate'profile of a student writer's. abililies.

Inabl trig Procedures

Table 5 lists a number of, tests and strategies that could be used to
begin to evaluate the five- various components of written expression. The grades
for which the teits; are appropriate and the components of meaningful writing
evaluated' by: each are included

..rab) e" 5

Some Useful Tests for
'Evaluating Written Expression

Tests and Publishers
Appropriate

Grades
Components
Evaluated

arigance_Dtagnastto Inventories. North Preschool- Conventional
Billerica, MA: Curriculum Associates, 1980( ) 12 . ,Mechanical

Larsen-Hammill Test of Written Spelling. 1-8
Austin, TX: Pro-Ed, 1976 (TWS).

Peabody Individual Achievement Test. Circle
Pines, MN: American Guidance Service, 1970 (PIAT).

Picture Story Language Test. New York: Grune &
Stratton, 1965 (PSCT).

S1 ingerl and Screening -Tests for Identifying
dremitittLSpeci .11 .1 r

Cambridge, MA: Educators Publishing Service,
1962-1974 (S).

1-12

2-11

1-6

Conventional
(spelling)

Conventional

(spelling)

Conventional
Productivt
Cognitive
Linguistic

Mechanical

Test of Adolescent Language:, Austin, TX: 6-12 Linguistic
Pro -Ed, 1980:

Test of Written _English. Novato; CA: Academic 1-6 Conventional
Therapy Publications; 1979(TWE). Productive

Cognitive
Linguistic

-39-
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Table 5 44entinued)

Tests and Publishers

Appropriate Components

Grades Evaluated

*Test of Written Language:: Austin,
1978 (TOWC):

: Pro = E 3-8

'4'

Mechanical
Conventional
Productive

Cognitive
Linguistic

Wide Range Achievement Test (Reirkeli)-. : K-12 Cenventional

Wilmington, DE: Guidance Associatf'of Delaware, (spelling)

1976 (WRAT).

Woodcock- Johnson Psycho - Educational Battery Preschool=. Conventional

"(Tests of AghieVement): Hingham; MA: Teaching Colle9e Linguistic.

Resources, 1977 014).

*It is possible for the TOWL,to be adffinistered to secondary students. However,

this must be done cautiously since validithind reliability information is not

available for students older than 14 years, 15 months.
-

1 4

Mathematics Calculation

BOth mathematics calculation and the next area to be discussed: "[lathe-

matical reasoning, have been arbitrarily separated in the definition of Tearn-

_ing disabilities bein9 examined here. It is not really possible to separate-

the calculation aspects from the reasoning aspects of mathematics without agree.=

ing to a fairly "wooden" notion of what mathematics is all about. Mithematics

is far more than the-stilted memorization of basic "facts" that hive no meaning.

in isolation. For,this reason, any examination of mathematics must begin with

the assumption that it is a dynamic learning area where discovery, manipulation

and understanding are necessary features.

No one teaches mathematics specifically for the purpose of enabling

students to pass tests in mathematicir. As Biggs and MacLean have argued, three

powerful aims are they oundation of mathematics learning: (1) to free students,

however' young or old,' to think for themselves; (2) to provide opportunities for

them to discover the order, pattern, and relations which are the very essence

of mathematics, not only in the man.: made world, but in the natural world as

well; and (3) to train students in the necessary skills.

Children seem 'to 'go through three distinct: phases tn their mathematical

development: the exploration stage, the awareness stage, and the refining and

mastering stage. They need time to discover, to 'explore, to play with physjcal

equipment on their own. If given sufficient_ time to experiment and to verify

their experiments by repetition.at this concrete stage, the "awareness" of

;



pattern and structure becomes intuitiv ly a part of them: in some more than
others, of course, but a very necessary kill to develop; no matter to what
degree. The "refining and mastery" stage marks the transformation from the
concrete and intuitive 'phases to the abstract form of mathematics: precise_
language, both written and spoken, writing-and solving equations with an under-
standing and active use of the properties of mathematics, understanding the,
properties of geometric figures, spatial perceptions, and symmetries. (NAIS,
1976)

The understanding and assessment of 'a student's mathematical abilities.
must be-tg-ctune with this developmental process. Rigid-presumptions about the
nature orealculation or reasoning could lead to mis-diagnosis

?

Definition

Mathematics calculation includes those processes a strategies by
which one shows an understanding of the means to reach an arithmetic computa-
tion solution. Q. , '

Broadly stated, such strategies include the concretesor rote manipula-
tion of objects, sets, numbers and patterfis'in order to reach' an appropriate
solution.,

Discussion
Ir

Calculation abilities in mathematiCs include not only the computational
processes of addition, subtraction, multiplication and.-division, but also the
wider conceptual base of "averaging," "differences," "greater/lesser," and re-
lated operations. It includes the identification and understanding of a unique
symbol system: +, x, %, >,<, etc. More importantly, it assumes full
knowledge of the base 10 system, and the fact that"problems can be resolved by
one, two or many intermediate steps. The calculations may require such opera-
tions is Counting or, computation; and may involve a variety of. content, includ-
ing wholeOumbers, fractions, decimals, percents, and the like.

Typically, calculation skills are demonstrated through the use of a
pencil and paper format in which tangible assistance (e_g., use of fingers,
marks on paper, etc.) can be utilized by the student. Thus, mental abstractions
are minimized. In addition.,matheMatics calculation tasks require only the'
determination of the correct answer to the computational tasks; no applications
or generali.zations are required as is the case with mathematics reasoning tasks.'

0!,

'Learning disabled students often are taught to use calculators- to solve compu-
tation tasks,: It is important to not allots/the:use of suchycoMpensatory aids
in the formal evaluation setting:

1
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Enabling_Pro_cedures

Table.6 includes some possible assessment instruments that could be
used to evaluate the mathematics calculation skills of suspected learning
.disabled students. One should not overlook the many.informal strategies avail-

, able'for'examini-ng these skills as well. Work samples in particular provide
good. evidence of problem areas.

Table 6

Some Useful Tests for
Evialuating Mathematics Calculation

0.)
Tests and Publishers

Appropriate
Grades

Bas c E
and Associates, 1972-1973.

Brigance Diagnostic Inventories. North Billerica, 'MA:
..Carriculum Associates, 1976, 1977, 1978, 1980.

'CriterionTest of Basic Skills. Novato, CA: Academic Therapy
Publications; 1976.

Math. Torrance, CA: Winch

1

Preschool-
12

Keymath 'Diagnostic'ArithmeticTest. Circle Pines , MN: Aerican K-8
quidance Service, 1971.

Stanford Diagnostic Mathematics Test: New ork: Harcqurt,
Brace, Jovanovich, 1976.

Steenburge
Therapy Publications, 197

Test." Novato, CA: Academic

Wide Range Achievement Test (Revised). Wilmington,
Guidance Associates of Delaware, 1976:

WoodcockJohnsan__Psycho-Educational: Battery (Tests of
Achievement). Hingham) MA: Teaching Resources, 1977.

1-12

2

Preschool -
College

Mathematics Reasoning
atb

This final area of achievement is intimately related to calculation
and is both numerical. and non-numerical .



Definition

Mathematics reasoning is the demonstrated abilityto employ mathemati-
cal facts, concepts, laws and operations to achieve appropriate solutions to
mathematics-rooted problems.

Mathematicsremningincludessseveral levels of awareness:

A. A Sense of Order and Pattern: being freed from the more magical
interpretations of the non=,mathematicalworld.

An Understanding of the Nature of the Problem: being aware of
how particular problems require an identification of the basic
question posed and the inferred solution.

C. Ability to Predict or Fashion Good Solution Strategies: being
aware of the feasibility of some strategies for problem-solving
and the poor prospects of others for each problem.

Persistence and. Re-Investigating a Solution: 'a sense of,.knowing
how or,when a particular strategy is moving pway from the possible
solution and thus pursuing a different approaeh.

E.

Discussion

I , II I uI I being aware of
the most economical way to, reach the solution for a problem.

ca

It is important that both types of mathematics3 performance be evaluated,'
since it is not always possible to predict performance in mathematics calcula-
tion from one's performance in "mathematics reasoning, and vice versa. M e

importantly, some students show poor performance in mathematics calcula ion but
do quite well in tasks'involving concepts and reasoning,istrategfes

*4

When performing mathematics reasoning tasks, thestudent must typically
consider mathematical facts and concepts, calculate the solution, and finally
apply the solution in an aCcurate, appropriate manner. The student mgst there-
fore isolate the important information needed .to solve the task, usually through
making inferences or applications to the real world. Often, mathematical rea-
soning can be evidenced best by p student's ability to apply strategieS and
concepts to a variety of tasks and problems.

While the student may at times use paper and pencil to arrive at,the
solution, menbal abstraction and generalizatibb is emphasiied irk the perform-
ance of mathematics reasoning tasks. i Essentially, higher level tbstraFtions_
are required, rather than merely concrete mathematical calculatiOn (where only

the solution is required). Mathematics reasoning often includes problems which
require the use of such processes as mental problem soling, measurement, read-

,

ing graphs and tables, money and budgeting and related problems.
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Enabling ProcedureS-

o-

Table 7 contains several sta'ndardized tests that have proven to be
useful in evaluating the mathematical reasoning abilities of students. Informal

strategies would also be useful in evaluating these abilities in conjUnctton
with calculation skills.

Table 7:

Tests Useful in..

Evaluating Mathematics Reasoning

Tests and Publishers
Appropriate

Grades

Xeymath_Diagnostic Arithmetic Test. Circle Pines, MN: American
Guidance Service, 1971.

Peabody Individual Achievement Test. Circle Rines, MN:
American Guidance Service, 1970., ,;

Stanford Diagnostic Mathematics Test. New York:-Harcourt,

Brace, Jovanovich, '1976.

OIS 'ad sa JO s _Battery (Tests of

Achievement). Hingham, MA: Teaching Resources, 1977.
Preschool-
Coltege

Using the Checklist

The Checklist developed since January by participants in the Learning:
Disabilities Institute, in&ludes a section that focuses ,oti achievement level.
The IEPC or multidisciplinary team can use this portion of the Checklist to
document the ways that the student's aqhievement level has been determined and
what conclusions have been reached. The full Checklist appears in the Appendix.
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AchieVernent Levels
roireath achteyeite6t areas ihdICAt4 Whethtr a f011iinvestigatiWwas warranted.
or -not;: If an assessment was condu teds indicate the instruments, or S.trate-
gieS and provide results; If no fu ther eValuation was done,; provide 44
explanation;

as It
pected?

Oral. Expression:
(procedures)

1.

2.

3.

i.

.

II. Listening Comprehension:
(procedures)

1.'

2.

3.

III. Bas_i_c_Revling_kills:

qprocedures)

1.

3.

IV. Re g Comprehension:
.(procedures)

1.

2.

V. Written Expression:
(procedures)

1.

2,

3.

Fl

Results/Comments



VI. MathematicsCalculation:
(procedures)

1.*

2:

3.

VII. Mathematics Reasoningk
(procedures)

1,

2.

3.

Was it
Suspected? ResultS/Comments

r.
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CHAPTER THREE

Severe Discrepcincy

It is not enough to identify whether difference exists between a
student's ability level and his or her performance in the broad achievement
areas noted in Chapter No. In order for a'stUdent to be further considered
for sPecial education programs and services for the learning disabled, the
existence of a severe _distrepinr4 between ability and achievement must be
established by the multidisciplinary: ,ttealp. The theoretical basis for 4scrib-
ing t5is severe discrepancy must'be rootedoutside a strict Mathematical formula.
Recoil court decisions in some states have establistied clear precedent for the
severe discrepancy to be'founded on more than simple calculation by formulae
TrWETiing IQ scores.

t.,

This chapter preientS a Comprehensive discrigijon of the concept-of

severe discrepancy developed by.the Learning. Disabilities Institute and sug-
gested for widespread use in.Michigan's schools. The second portion of the
discussion identifies some procedures that might be employed to determine if
severe discrepancy is influencing the education of a student:.'

Severe. is indicated by a marked difference between a stu-
dent's ability level and achievement (in one or more of the seven areas des-
cribed) that is statistically significant and has educational importance as:
determined by the individualized educational planning committee (IEPC).,

geterminingSitintfi_cance and Importance.,

By definition, a severe discrepancy is a marked differente between'
ability .and school achievement that cannot be explained by statistical factors
and is clinically important. How does one determine whether statistical factors '
are influencing the appearance of the ,discrepancy? What constitutes educational

importance?

Statistical Factors to,he Considered

TWo statistical factors are primearily important: .the,phenoilenbp:called
regression toward the mean, and the problem termed, test errorjOimairiy; a=
question of test reliability and the reliability of test differences):' Both
factors require closf examination.

Regression Effects

Regression Toward the Mean. The regression effect means that when a
dependent variable (such'as academic athievement) is predicted from a correlated

4



measure (such as an IntelliOnce Quotient or IQ), the predicted value of the
dependent variable will, on the average,'regress toward the mean (McLeod', 1978,
1979). Due to the phenomenon of regression, a measured IQ (or Mental Age) ;is,
not a Nal id index of edUcational achievement, unless the student's IQ is 100.
Table 1 examines this effect for certain ranges of, scores.

Tabl e 1

IQ Range Mean Educational Quotient
,t);

136-139 123.6
120=129 118.4
110=119 109.1
100=109 103.0
90-99 '95,1

'8049 8§.6
70-79 83.9

This .figure, based on simulated data provided by McLeod (1979, p. 325),
'shows the educational quotient (EQ) that is likely expected fb each of the

indicated IQ ranges.' It is easy to see that in all cases, except for the norm
nge ,of 100, the expected Educational Quotient has regressed toward the mean.

This certainly suggests that the expected achievement of students with IQ's
found to be above average is less than typically expected in terms of their

Imo-:
The matter is further underscored by the fact that students with IQ's below

the average range is actually greater than expected in terms of their IQ.

For statistical reasons alone, more students with above average IQ's
will be "underachieversq learning disabled, than studentg with below-average
IQ's. Logically then, 'students with higher N's have :a much di-eater chance of
being Selected as l earntng disabled; than students with lower IQ's when a formula,

such as
CA

1 00

IQ
5 = Expected Educational- Achievement.

41'

The regression effect, whe'neVer possible, should be considered wheneVer
determining the presence -of a severe discrepancy. ,While it is not possibtle
to provide precise guidelines with respect to the regression phenomenon, it
would be beneficial to keep its effects in mind. For example, if an IEPC is
comparing the ability and achievement. levels of a student with superior cogni-
tive abilities, it is important to know that the achievement levels will, not
always be exactly consistent with the'ability level. Since the cognitive
achiev'ement tests used are most likely not perfectly correlated, there Will
probably be some regression toward the mean by the achievement scores. As a

result, it may be unrealistic to expect any student's achievement scores to be
at the same level as his or her above average cognitive abilities.'simply due to
statistical factors alone.

714k .

'While the data shown in Table 1 is simulated for illustrative purposes, this
regression -effect_has been demonstrated eapirically by Yule,, Rutter, Berger
and Thompson, 1974:



A, related, though opposite situation may exist for studenti with below

average abilities. The measured achievement levels may be ,above their actual

belOw=average cognitivdtbilities; Both situations require some thoughtful

judgmerl't on the part of the LEK.

Test Error Factors

Test Error, All scores obtained from tests are merely estimates of
one's "true" score. That is, due to test error, there is always some difference
between an individual's "true score and his/her obtained score. Test error

may be systematic (consistent) or random (incodistent), (Salvia & Ysseldyke,
1978). Such factors as test length, test-retest interval, guessing by examinee,
variations within testing situations, and skill of examiner, will affect the
reliability of tests' and, consequently, the amount of test error.

The degree of deviation due to error for an obtained score is repre-
sehted by_its "stan4ard error of measurement." The standard error of measure-
melt establishes a zone of confidence within which a true score falls 68%
(approximately 2/3)of the time For exampleqthe standard error of measure-
ment for the Verbal IQ of the WISC -R is 4 I.Q. points. Therefore, if one obtains

a Verbal IQ of 94, there_is a 68% chance that the person's "true" score falls
within the IQ range of 90-98.

The problem of test error is : compounded when one compares data from
$wo different tests. For example, to determine whether a severe discrepancy
'exists, the typical procedure is to compare the scores obtained from intelli-
Once tests with scores from achievement tests. But when scores from two
different tests are compared, the 'discrepancy score is usually less reliable
than the single scores from either test alone (McLeod, 1978; Salvia & Ysseldyke,
1978)- Jo other words,. when scores from tests which are not pefectly corre-
lated are Compared, the amount of "test" error accelerates. The data provided

by. McLeod (1978, p.. 14) and presented in Table .2 in slightly modified form

clarifies this point.

Table 2

'. Standard

,Observed ".True".: Error of
Scores' Scores Meastarement

IQ lop :
91 to 109 9

EQ 90 81 6 99 9

1Q=EQ 10 =3 to +23 13

Table' 2 demonstrates that while the standard error of measurement for both the
IQ and EQ (achievement) scores is 9 points, the error measure increases to
approximately 13 points when the two scores are compared. In this case, it is

difficult to determine if a severe discrepancy exists between the student's IQ
and-'-EQ sijice, due to the test error factor, the difference may be either non-

existent (-3) or relatively severe (+23).
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The IEPC team then is confronted with a problem. When one compares
two imperfectly correlated teststo establish whether a severe discrepancy
exists, it is often unclear whether any true differences exist even thou0 on
the surface there would appear to be a discrepancy. As indicated by Danielson
and Bauer (1978), at least one person who responded to the proposed use of a
formula to determine learning disabilities felt that " . . . no more than 25%
of those identified as learning disabled by the (then proposed federal L.D.)
formula would be so identified,in an independent replication-of the procedure"
(p. 167). If this presumption is Arue, it exemplifies. the significant, and
often underestimated, effects of test error!

_Test erriir doeS complicate the decision-making process. The amount
of error possible in the diffeeence between the scores from two different tests'
(A and .B for example) is a function of four distinct factors:

1. The reliability of test A
2; The reliability'of test B
3. The correlation between test A and test B
4. Differences in group norms

Careful consideration of these four factors will result in increased valid
decision making regarding severe discrepancY.

While the problems involved in comparing tests with different normative
samples usually cannot be controlled (unless an instrument with a common norma-
tive base is used), there are considerations and statistical procedures for
considering the other factors. These will. be discussed later in this chapter.

Other Considerations

In addition to consideration of the phenomenon of regression to the
mean and test error, several other factors need to be considered when estab-
lishing whether or not a severe discrepancy exists:

u ,

(1) lise of Comparable Derived Scores;

(2) Avoidance of Age-based and Grade=. ased normative data for con-

parison;

(3) Flexible Ceiterion-Levels for "Severe Discrepancy,"

Ea6h of these three considerations deserves careful attention.

Comparable types of derived scores must he used--tocompare_ab_i_l_i_tY
level and achievement kHanna, Dyck & Nolen, 1979). A sound system of compar-
ing ability level and achievement must be based on equal measurement units (such
as standard scores), and not on scores which lack equal intervals, such as aged.
and grade equivalents; ratio IQ's, and percentile ranks (see Hanna, et al, 1979,
for an explication ofthis point). Standand scores with a mean of 100 and .

standard deviation of 15 are recommended and used in this manual, This type

of standard score is,suggested because it is the type frequently employed in
intelligence tests, and is therefore relatively familiar to many professionals-.



However , °local personnel may prefer to use other kinds of standard scores (e.g. ,
Z scores, T scores, normal curve equivalents, etc.). This is acceptable since
the use of any normalized standard score has the same ultimate effect.

Percentile rank scores can be easily converted into normalized standard
scores through use of a single table. Table 3 provides data for such a con--
versipn. For example, assume that a youngster achieved a score at the 17th
percentile on a reading test. This would convert to a standard score of 86.

Table 3*

Percentile
Rank

Standard
Score

NORMALIZED STANDARD SCORE.
CONVERSIONS F9 PERCENTILE RANKS

Percentile Standard
..*Rank Score

99

'98

97

96

95
94

93

92

135

131

128
126
125
123

122

121

'

66

65

64

63

62

61

60.

59

106
106

105
105

105
104

"411003
91 120 58 1.03

90 119 57 103

89 118 56 102

88 118 55 -102

87 117 54 102

86 116 53 101

85 116 52 101

84 115 51 100

83 ...... ....114 50 100

82 / 114. 49 100

81 113 48 99"

Eto 113 47 %,. 99

79 liZ
.
46 98

78 112 45 98

77 111 44 98

76
75

111

110

43... . .....
42

97-
97

74

73

110

109

41

40

97

96

71

72. 109

108
39

38

96
95

70 108 37 95.

69 107 36 95

68 107 35 94

67 107 34...... ... 94

*Source: Dunn & Markwardt,e1970, p. 95.

Percentile Standard
Rank Score

33 93

32 93

31 93

30... ...... 92

"4
29 92

28 91

27 91

26... .... 90

25 90

24 89

23 89
22.

21 . . . .. .

20 87

19 87

-10

4

12

11

9...

5.

788882412:-.

77

ao
79

74

75

18
to'

17 86

16 85

15

14 , 84

13

8 72

2 69.

1 ..... ... 65



(Hanna,
et al., 1979). That is, intelligence test data which is frequently based on
age ,ex ctancy, should not be compared to achievement test data that has been
deriv from comparison to grade expectancy. If a legitimate comparison is to
be ma , both aptitude and Achievement data must be based on the same normative

-base. Since most IQ tests use age as the normative base; it is recommended
that age-based referencing be consistently used, in the determination process.
Again, it is acceptable to us-e grade-based normative data, aassuming that all
test data use this referencingsystem.

__,_/.., There cannot be a rigid criterion level for the determination of "severe
discrepancy." This is necessary: since the standard error of the differences
between test scores vary with respect to the reliabilities of the tests and pro-
cedurag used to determine ability level-and achievement. To, the degree possible;
the educational planning committee should try. to obtain a 'fairly accurate idea
of whether a discrepancy between ability level . and achieveMent is the result of
chance, or a true difference between scores. Table 4 indicates the approximate
standard err of difference, expressed in standard score units (average=100,
standard de ion=15), when

lit
the reliability co-efficient ofeach measure is

known. Thu if two instruments are used which have reliability co- efficients
of .80, the difference between the two would need- to be greater than 9.5 standard
score points; before the difference between them was greater than the standard
error of their difference. On the other hand, if the tests had lower reliability
co-efficients (e.g., .70), a difference of nearly 12 standard score points would
be necessary to establish a significant difference.

(See Table 4)

When the difference between'two compared scores is greater, than the standard
error of difference, the probability .is high that the scores are statistically
different. If the difference between two scores exceeds the standard error of
difference, there is a high probability that a severe discrepancy exists.

It _is not always possible, however, to establish the exact standard
error of difference, since it may often be necessary to use tests and/or pro-
cedures which lack reliability data. When appropriate reliaqility data are not
available, the following general guidelines may be followed to help establish
the probability that a marked discrepancy between ability, level and achievement
exists:

4

a. If the difference is less than 'six (6) standard score points, the
probability is low that-the scores are significantly different- -
that is, the difference' between the scores is not large enough to
be markedly different.

. If the difference is-between approximately six (6)'and twelve (12)
standa'rd score points, the probability is fair that the scores are
significantly different--that is, there may be a significant
difference between the scores, Further study and examination of
the student's performance\would be-necessary to; determine if a
severe discrepancy exisq,d.'



Tabl e 4

STANDARD ERROR OF DIFFERENCES 111-SiNiDARD SCORE UNITS

(11

w

;94 .92 .90 .88 .86 .84 .82 .80 .78 .76 .74 .72 0 ,

4,2: 4,8 5.3 5.6 6.0' 6,3 6.8

4,8 6,3 63 7.1

.94 4.2 :4,8' 5.3 6;8 7.1

$

.92 4,S 5-.3 5;6 6:0, 6,3 ,8 7.1 7.4

.90 5.3 5.6 6;0 ;3 6.8. 7.1 7.4 7.7

.88 5.6 6.0 6;3 6.8 7,1 1.4

.86 6,0 6,3 , 6:8 7;1 7, 8,0 8,3

.84 6,3 6.8 1 7,4 6 .3 8,

.82 6,8 1,1 7,4 7,7 8.0 8,3

.80 '7.1 7 4 7,7 8.0 8.3. 8.6

.78' 7,4 7,7 8,0 8,3 8,7

.76 '7,7 8.0 8.3 8.6 1,7 9;0

.74 8.0 8.3 8.8 8,7 9;0 9.3

.72 8,3 8.6 8.7 9:0 9 3

.70 '8,6 8.7 9.0 9.3 9,6

7.1 7.4 8.0 8.3 8.6

7 4 7.7 8.0 8,3 8,6 7

1.4 7.7 8,3 8,7 9.0

8.3 4.6 8,7 9.0 9,3

8.6 8,7 9.'0 93 9,5

7.7 8.0

8;0 8,3

8;0 8.3 8.6 8,7 9,0 9,3 9.5 9.8

8.6 8.7 9.0 9,3 9.6 9.8\ 9.9

9.0 9.3 9,5 9.8. "9,9 10.2

8. 9.0 9.3 9,5 9.8 9,9 10,2. 10.4

9,5 9.8 9,9 10.2 10.4 10.7

9,8 9.9 10.2 10.4 10,x, 10.8

9,9 10.2 10,4 10.7 10,8 11.0

10.2 10.4 10,7 10.8 11,0 11.3

10.4 10.7 10.8 11.0 11.3

10.4 10.7 10.8 11,0 11.3 11.4 11.6

9.0 9.3

9..3 9,5

9.3 9.5 9.8

9.5 9.8 ) 9

9.5 9.8 9.9 10.2

9.8 9.9 10.2

*Adapted in modified forM from: Hanna, Dyck & Holeni, 1979a.



If the,-di'ffe enbe -1,,si§reater than twelve '(112) standard score points,

the.probabil ty is?high",that the-scores are significantly-different--

thi atols there is a'4.high likelihood that there is a significant

..differe ce between the scores.

Tlie 'reader may wish to refer to Hanna, et al ., (1979a, 19716).,, for a. more

thorough explanation of the statistical' support for the abovekeneral guide-

lines.

Some *Limi tatiiqns

Neither the standard error of:difference scores nor the4,general guide,
linelvShouTd be viewed rigidlYor;acCebted blindlyas" "criteria" for whether
ornot severe discrepancy' exi§..p. The two sets'bf.parameters merely indicate

4' the probability that differenees between scores are_"real" or dueito some

.change.. While the two sets of parameters indicated in Table _4 and by these,-

general .9uidelipes can provide assistancefor the determination of severe dis;
crepancy, they have. 1 imitations'., -as well as advantages , that need to be acknowl=.

edged and ,considered.

One advantage of the Use of these parameters, is that they provide ,a.

mechanism by which the amount of test error ch to some degree be considerei.
SinCe the parameters (especially Tabl e 4) consider the -rel iabil ides of the'

test' instruments being 'compared, the amount of score difference that is neces,

nary for statistically significant-differences is established.' A second advantage

i that by using the procedures,, a team has.acceSs to a relatively simple,methOdi'

of determining whether or not- two or more scores are significantly' different.

The -imitations of these_procedures are real , however, and need to be

'carefully considered. It should first be acknowledged that while Table 4 con

siders the degree to which two.scores need to differ to be significantly different

(considering-:the rel iabil itmes of the tests) , it does not address _all of the

sources of error in the dete-rminattoriof_the_standard.error of difference.. For

example, :thee; tabl e. does not consider the variable correlations o.f the tests

.
being Compared tor the fact that the two tests being compared have been standard-

ized oh different normative sampies, during different years, and psssibly during

different times of the year. Related to this issue is the fact that the

different scones from Table 4 vary with respect to the reliabilities of the

test instruments used. As an example, an_11.6 point difference is required,

when the reliabilities of the tests are-.70, but- only -a 3.0 point difference'

is required when the reliabilities of the tests are .98.: As a result,,it is

ssible to obtain a statistically significant difference-between scores 'Of two

tests with high rel iabil ti es that actually do not have educational importance

or significance. Arid so, while a three to five point difference may in' some

, cases be statistically significant, such a difference would usually not be inter -

p reted as a severe discrepancy' with. educational significance.

Keeping these 1 itations in mind, Table 4 and the general guidelines

should be viewed only as general parameters which need to be suppprted by thought=

ful judgment by the IEPC. The parameters have been included in this document

to provide some ,specificity and`consistenc_y in the determination of severe dis-

crepancy; but'the impoqtance of the use of flexible, ;thoughtful judt cannot



,1

be,overemphasized. Judgment by the UPC is essential, to interpret he educa-
`tional-importance and relevance _of the information obtained ti-om rable 4 or
the general guidelines. They sol e'and indiscrinlinate use of the dffference scores

in Table 4 or the general guidelines is not recommended by the Institute,

It should also be kepfyin mind that the establishMent of a severe dis-
,crePancy, by itsel f, is not sufficient to certify a student "l earning disabled."
.The major- emphasis of this chaPtetis to suggest proceddres for e'stablish'ing
intra-individual ,analysis of a. student's 'perfor{mance in cognitive and achieve-

ment areas: Other. factors in the .L.D. ,definition must also be considered .(e.g.,

is the probl em primarily a problem' of sensory impairment, mental retardation,
emotional- disturbance, enviionmenfal , cultural or economic disadvantage; 'has
the youngstii: had appropriate., e4dCational 'opportunity; are special education
_prograins;- and. services. necesii=Y;'to correct the d4screPancy?). Finding dut'Whether-

ere is a severeAiscreparicy part of the identification process.

Enabl ing Procedures

1
Glith a'clear#defihitipn of _severe discrepancy in mind and a coMPrehen-

sive understanding of the faCtors influencing if it 43-ind, how mi.ght an TEPC gd.
about the process 'of determining whether such, a, difference existsk? OneJ5os'sible

procedUre could incl ude, the fol lowing steps : * - .:

It4te 0,,

PA II 1111 ermines the ability level

of the studenttfollowing-the . '. ttlevel .. . '11 A'11 1.0
As a result of the use of the appropriate procedures, a determinatiorris made
of the...student's ability level range (e.g., Averge, HighAverage, etc.). The

estimated range of ability is also given.`an approximate s.tovidard-score; that is,

if the student's ability 1,evel is felt.to be average, hi§/her' standard score,,
Would be somewhere in the 90 3110 standard score ,range. The committee may wish
to estimate the ability 1-ever cn a more definifie way, if necessary and poSsible. , 1
They may, for example, Wish' to determine whether. the student's ability is at the
lower (90-94), mid (95-105), or higher (106-110) end of the average range. If

such a more precise decision is possible, it would, of course, improve the deter-
mination decisiqn..

.t

2. The educational planning carinit'iael 'determines the levels of achieve--.
'tient in the specific learning fal.-;:da'S defined in the chapter on' Achievement Level,

If standardized tests which pepVtde percentile ranks are employe,- the percentile
scores can be easily converted `intO standard scores. If 'achievement tests or

procedures which do not provide'percentile ranks or standard scores are used,
th committee will need to estimate the approximate standard score ranges. Again,

it'e is important to be as precise as possible in -this estimation procedUre, but
the use of range's are best if there is any uncertainty regarding one's achieve-

.

ment 1 evel .

3. .. I 11 .111 achievement levelsevels reported" as standard

Lt.ves or standard score ran es, a
::aeeas and _ability 1 evel is made. If the rel i.abi1 ides of the various tests are
known, reference-may be made to Table 4, a discrepancy greater than the relevant
standard_ error of difference would be indicative of a severe discrepancy. More

frequently, however, the committee may need to use the guidelines outlined
earl ier.as a. general guide for, the existence of severe, discrepancy:

A_ 11A 11:J1 ..A 11. I A .Y.11.1

.



Probably no- discrepancy: ilifference of less - than: siandartl scorg
points.

Possible- discrepancy: difference of 6 ':t) standard tcore points

c. Likelymarked. discrepancy: difference of greater than 12 point

The reader of this report may also wish to r6..er to Aigozzine, Forgno
Mercer, and Trifiletti(1979), Danielson and Bauer (1978),.1-lanna et al. (1979a,..,-,,
1979b), McLeod (1978, 1979), Salvia',and Ysseldyke (1978), Shepard.(1980), and -At

i)' Donnell .( 198( for a more thorough discuss -ion of the issues and procedures
related to, the :drmination of severe -discrepanc-,y.

The Checkl ist.. develoPed by the Institute provides a way for the Hit
or assessment team to document the ways in which the determination .regarding
severe discrepancy was. reached. The pertinent portion is. printed below for quick
refel^ence..

Severe Discrepancy
Statistical Factors (Quantitative)

. Use of Standard Error of
Difference Tabl es

Use of Probability. Guidelines-

Others:'

Clinical Factors (Qualitative)

Describe):

Other Procedures Used:

-omments.'
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CHAPTER

Excly$iong.rv.lyw.

.Legis ative Background-

Not all chi dren who demonstrate '_a severe discrepancy between ability
and achievement i the seven areas outlined in Chapter. Twci need to be identi-
fied as . klarge body research in child developMent and
cognitive' psyc o gy most notably ,by Kagan,,Michael Cole and Sylvia
Scribner) as'well as the analysis of the "cumulative effects of early inter-
vention progrims such as Headstart (Irving 1.azar et al., 1978) have shown that
ability and per rmance° can-M-significantly, disrupted as well as alleviated
Iv a complex ar ay of social factors. It is quite possible that a student's
performance and production in t classroom setting are not equal to his or
her "ability I vet" for'reafis beyond the student's immediate learning environ-
ment. As a sa, eguard against t e inappropriate _placement of some learners into
Programs cprimarily designed far learding:di abled Students, PA.. 94-142 has
carefully spe'bified a set of exclusionary c nditipns. The full impact and com-
plexity of this exclusionary-clause will b discussed below.

y
Sectfon.121.ili't410)."

The teani.may not identify a child as having specific learning disability.
*f the 'severe discrepancy between ability and achieve nt is primarily the
result of:

1. a visual, hearing or motor ai cap;

mental retardation;

emotional disturbance; a
.

environmen al , economic disadvantage {ed.

Discussion

The determination of learning diiabilities must be established on. the ,

basis of the fact that the disdrder underlying the severe discrepancy is re-
lated toCa "constitutional" factor or group of factors with_W the individual'
learner, &id is not primarily linked to other militatiniors, (e.g., sensory
or, motor handicaps, mental retardation, :emotional disturbance, or environmental/
-cultural/economic complications that have impacted on school performance).
This stipulation is not easily met. The interplay of a large number of condi-
tions and effects must first be ascertained and judged as effectively as pdssible
by the Multidisciplinary team What complicates the process is the complex
relationship between language; thinking and each learner's immediate culture '"
and.environment. At, times the task is as difficult (and perhaps as arbitrary)

' at, dividing a .pbol of water with one's hand; the result is only visible fort a
moment and then.quickly recedes. The history of special education's triumphs



and failures in tepanatin ally - impaired children 'from behaviorally. and.
learning-impaired children is -excellent example of the issues the exclU-
sionary clause in:learning dis bilities must confront and resolve,

Dif rentiating Factors

While only four general areas have been suggested by the regulations
to determine' whether or note a student's severe discrepancy is primarily due_.
to a learning disability, numerous factors most ultimately be considered. The
Checklist developed by the. Institute forexamining each suspected learner's -

history and perfbrmagce An school has addressed each of these four, major areas.,
outlfzing particular problems that could warrant closer.exainination. '(See
Section IV at the end of this Chapter and the Summary section in the Appendix,)
A brief diScussIon of each area would be useful before implementing the
Checklist's suggested procedures. \'

A word of caution first. The decision as to whether or not an indi
vidual student should be. excluded frog special education services due to the
nature of his or her severe discrepancy must be'approached with care and-sensi--1
tivity,. .Lines 'of differentiation are, seldom clears professional , mul ti=
disciplinary decision-making must be employed at all costs. In everyInstanceb
the Collection and-analysis of all information critical' for reaching sound

,judgment must be the first priority. Furthermore, any decision- should .be
reached in light of other educational services that are also available, parti-
oularly if the distrepancy is duesto factors beyond .a learning disorder.

Visual ,. Hearing or Rotor Handicap?,

The nature of a learning disability is such that it is frequently
associated with a neurological dysfunction that has resulted in a partial
blockage of some basic' sychological processes, particularly the broad cate-
gory described as "information processing." Since Learning Disabilities has
historically identified itself as _a handicap area beyond those previously
de tified (particularly the physical/motor and sensory-deficit areas), it
' ds-to'-,reason' that no child with another primary handicap would also be

filentif,itti as :learning disabled.
. .

For this reason, one area 'that should be investigated in problematic
cases is the poisible presence Ofprimarily'a sensory or motor impairment..
The Checklist described later in this Chapter retiimmends ,that some com rehen-
sive exaM-7nnatioffs by appropriate professionals be Onducted to determi ,e ifva
particular child's severe discrepancy might or mitht not be due to a mo _per-
sistent handicap: in the sensory or toter area. 1The guidelines foy identifying
a child as being handicapped under these two areas have already been outlined
in the existing Special ,Education Res and Regulations ,for Michigan. Nochild
should be excluded from learning digabilities services if his or her severe
discrepancy is primarily due to a neurological \dysfunction resultedthat hot relted
in inadequate chbot performance. The concerrNhere is for, children' whose)
neuromotor inte ration is essentially at fault and who require essential sen=
vices beyond t confines of learning disability programs.

Li I



Mental Retardation ?'

Any student who can be identified as having a mental impairment accord-
'ing to current Michigan guidelines for jpecial Education services is not
eligible for a learnin'g disabilities program. Certainly, the cross-placement

of such children into programs for the.learningdisabled has bccurred,rFut with ,
4uestionable results..' However, P. L. 94=142 has finally provided the authority.
far, diagnosticians and educators to plan significantly di fferent Programs for
'these twoleategories of leArners.. One useful reference point for examining

this area of the Exclusionary Clause, is that the retarded.?tudent's performance
is moreclaselyAn_l_inewithAts_arAierassessedability, while the .1 earning

disabTed, students is not As a result; the .real discrepancy_far the retarded

youngster is between:his ability -level and that .of hiss more normal. peers.

The CheCklitt,destribet. teveral areas that should be closely examined'

to determine whether ar not a child should be 'considered for exclusion from

learning dIsability services due to mental retardation.. Fortunately, exclusion._
from one area forces iticlusian- in another, educational servicet,are, still usuelly
guaranteed.

Emotional Disturbance

'Historically, one of the most difficult areas to .differentially

has been the knot of emotional disturbance and learningditabilitie.
each handicap area has always asserted its own criteria for fdentific019d
these seem to hold true only at the extremes.: schizophrenic dr$ ea'fl*

differentiated-'from highly adaptive dyslexic children; But as one ni ves o

and closer to the moderate andmild areal. Of these two_handicaps, lines of
difference bechme,quite gray, This problem is particultirlY aggravAt-d'vith
older students who by adolescence exhibit behaviors and profiles equ'

for both areas.. Which handicap came first? Which is' the primary p

quiring special attention?

It is clear that
to the type of programs
realistic but is it
ties found in P:L. 9

some school districts identify such students ac
that they have ,avail ble. uc4:1 an appioac ght

accOrding to the or earning disabili-

?

The Inititute has reco
.list) that in the particularl
put forth to decide whether

ended (and the e fects can be seen in tIae Check

troublesome case some effort..will haye--to be

student is eligible r servIces for the emotionally-

impaired. Evaluations as well as observations are outlined that can provide the
niost useful information for. reaching an informed decision. Again, the rule of

thumb employed is to ascertain whether the severe discrepancy is linked most
olearly,with external factors rather than internal 'disruptions of basic psycho=

logical processing. There will always be some cases: There such' a delineation

defies both the data and the ,ckmbined expertise of the multidisciplinary.team.

In the final outcome, what is most important is the guarantee of aPpropriate,
educational and other professional [services to address the handicap's effects-.
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Environmental , Cultural. or. Economic Disadvantage?
r ,

The most troubleSOMeequeStions regarding the Exclusionary Clause
generally arise around thfs fourth and final area. Identifying to what degree

the severe discrepancy is attributed to environmental, cul tural or. economic
complications is not easy. As Kagan and others have noted, such factors seldom
do4not influence a child's constitutional make-up in the realm of thinking,
acting and speaking. Th disadvantage or complication seldom (if eve0)---is

,,solely an external_ variable by the time a child enters the formal school set-
ting. As I r.-711 tonly the most limited circumstances. can be acknowledged
as being primarily responsible for a particular student's severe discrepancy.
between ability and achievement. Such general circumstances might'includeiareas
like-erratic school att4fldance, frequent moving from one home to another, poor
educational stimulation in previ6us school settings, family disorganization, .or
di fferent cul tiral values and 'priorities

The question of "disadvantage" is clearly a charged, problem-plagued

area prone to wide interpretation by segments of society. Whenever "cultural"

or "economic" disadvantage is mentioned in the context of educational or voca-
tional planning, one is prompted to ask "disadvantaged compared to what?"
Whether a black or Appalachian student is disadvantaged economically or educa-
tionally most often depends-on to what, with whom and in which circumstances

he or she is compared. .

'
Jane 'Mercer and her assodiates (1973, 1977) _ as Well.,as early researchers

in Headstart (Klaus and Gray, 1568) have argued tft a child is at an economic,,
cultural or environmental disadvantage when his or her reasonabl,e expectations
and aspirations cannot be achieved. In Other words, when the impact cultural,

environmental 6r financial circumstances is sufficiently intense' ts.,:t)7ripede the

prospect of success, then a youngster is clearly at a disadvantage. 'If a child
enters school lacking the necessikty behavioral skills to focus, attend and
respond due to,a chaotic or disotganized fasiily history, he is at a distinct

disadvantage for early school success. This is not to argue that such skills
are not attainable from that point forward, but it does indicate a risky edu-
cational future,

,During the past five years, Mercer has attempted to standardize an inno-
vative, multidimensional approach to determining the relative, impact of cultural
differences on the assessment of a child's ability. (Refer back to Chapter
One for additional remarks about this work as it has affecte& the determination
Of Some youngsters' ) SOMPA (System of ticul tural /Plural istic

Assessment), developed for use with Hispanic, Black and White students in the
1 i fornia Public School System; includes three assessment models : Medical,

vial and pluralistic. Each concentrates on a limited area of the child and
ows for more accurate consideration of the differential effects of both

3ulture and environment on pa cular students' abilities. The latter two

models seem most pertinent fo e present discussion

The second model (social'system) is comprised of the Adaptive Behavior
Invento-ufon_Chil_dren (ABIC). This instrument examines the student's social

corn according to the social role that the student is portraying-iithis
ocher particular social system. ABIC provides information about the child's
socialf'role performance within the family, the community and the actual school

3
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setting. Mercer has shown that when some disadvantagea students are carefully
observed within their own milieu, they demonstrate strong social, competence
not apparent in a more alien or uncomfortable sociocultural context.

The third model (pluralistiCtassessment) has also proven to 'be useful
for the differential diagnosis of Culturally-different children. In this
approach, scores on a competently administered WISC-R (in the-child's native
language when necessary) are mathematically readjusted to take into account
such factors_as urban acculturation, socioeconomic status, family structure
and family size,f. Paqicular students. The revised -score (the student's
Estimated Learning Po*ntial) can then be compared to the scores of similar
students from similar'lociocultural backgrounds. Often,Litudents who had'
appeared to be less capable on earlier standardized medsulres have shown greater
potential for success. The question then changes from ongst"special educa-
tion" to appropriate alternatives to the pedagogical technfoes currently
employed.

Ultimately, consideration of whether or not any student should be ex- e
cluded from special Wucation services for the learning disabled because an

04q)

identified severeidiscrepancy is due to environmental or cultural factors rather
than "constitutional" ones is a serious matter. What is required in many cases
is kcareful, thorough.and systematic, evaluation of a particular student's
environmenM, cultural and economic situation by appropriate ancillary per-
sonnel. The following section addresses parttcular concerns that would be most,
fruitful to-investigate and evaluate when confronted with this complex situation.

Enabling Activities

How might .a multidisciplinary team go about determining whether or not
a student referred for cOnsiderition should be excluded from LD services 4nd
directed to other available programs? The four areas outlined by the law andr
the dqcussion above provide broad ireas fcr consideration, but what speCific
activities might be selected to reach a determination'?

OneleCtion of the Checklist developed by participants at the Learning
Disabilities Institutes in 1980 suggests ajiumber of strategies for, examining
each of the four areas by which a student could be excluded fromcservices for ,

the Learning Disabled. Each of these areas in the Checklist are.outlined below
and briefly ,discussed. It should be ,kept in mind that not all. four areas nerd

to be considired-extensively for each student referred. .111a team should identify,
which areas might bring the ex0dsiOnary factor into play; and thproughly reach
a determination for those particular concerns. Based on ,comments:'-and dis-

cussions at the two Institute 'sessions, it is most likely thht the Emotional'
Disturbance and Cultural/Environmental .areas pose the greatest likelihood for
action under the Exclusionary Clause. . Each team will have to determine for
itself to what degree each of these areas will beexamined on a case by case
basis. 4
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Section four of the Checklist outlines a number of procedures for deter-
mining whether or not a sensory and/or motor impairment is the primary cause
of a student's severe discrepancy between ability and achievement:

Sensory Impairments. ons-idered

Opthflmalogic/optometric
Exami nation

0talarytigalA. gic
ifiati on

.Audiologic
Examination

.Review of School
Screening/Medical./
Edudational- History

(tor Impairments

.Neurological Assessment

.Orthopedic Examination

4

.Assessment by Physical
Therapist of Perceptual=.
Motor Functioning

;Review of School Screening/
Medical/Educaftp al History

°

Resul is

'i.e comprehensive natuie of these prbcedures will enable a team to rule
out the4resence of a sensory and/or motor handicap as being 0.primary cause
for leaning dysfunction; In most caset§i personnel from the Intermediate Dis-
trict would be rettiaired,to complete the assessment; depending on the student's
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home district, appropriate professianal services might also be secured from

private sources such as clinics, hospitals or appraisal centers.

Mental Retardation.

This area of the. Checklist includes several available strategies for
assuring that students with a, clear diagnosis of Mental Retaretion (according
to Michigan-'s Special Education - Guidelines) are not includ0d4 services for

the learning disabled: '.*
,

Mental Retardation

.Individual Assessment
of COgnitive Ability'

Andividual AssesSment
of Adaptive Behavior -4

.Analysis of School

tif
Performance

.Review of Complete
Educational and
Family History

.

,.Classroom observations
PsycholOgi-st; Tea-Cheri

, Consultant or other
appropriate professienal
.knowledgeable in7suspecte
flandicap'area

407,

!' 4

o None of these.'procedures_are.really beyond_the.requireMentsneCeSsary to ton....
sider any child for special education services. The Major yeasOn for drawing

them into this context is to-ascertain whether services for mentally-impaired

. -_students would not, be more. appropriate: Most ofteni theAecisionJOr place-
'ment.ip.a program for the mentally-impaired is based on assessment the, _

student's_cognitive_and adaptivewtehavior functioning. Each aspect outlined

here'should be considered in'tlfe"most suspect cases.



Emotional DitturbanCe

As discussed already, the differential dtainosis and plaement of stu-4
dents in programs for emotionally-impaired 'rather than learning disabled chil-
dren remains a Complex, problem. The major 'recommendation by the Learning
Disabilities Institute in this regard focuses on a more complete ,psycho-social
evaluation of students -considered for placement in LD programs, encompassing
three areas: evaluations, observations, and parent interviews.

o
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Emotional Disturbance

EVALUATIONS
. Psychological Assessment

Results
tons idered Reported

Projettive,Psychologfcal
Assessment

. Psychiatric AssesiMent/
Interview

. Complete Social History
(Child and Family)

..Educational HistorY
Oncloded 111#4whipst
with, petrOWnd teachers)

OBSERVATIONS
.Data-based observations by

psythologiti teacher-
consultanti or other appro-
priate' perSonnel knowledgeabte
in the suspected. handicap area

tt

-.40W of Student's daily,

.Record of individual student
and teacher-i/Iteractions,
(secondary students in
particul ar).

.ObservatiOns of free-time/
free-play school activities

RENT INTERVIEWS
.Home visitation by Social

'WOrker or Teacher Consultant

Patent Interview conducted
Social Worker or Teacher

Osul Cant

n

n

fa.



fact that studerits with behavioral Priiblems frequentlj appear in programs
fccn,learning disabled students indicates that full consideration is not always

liven to determine if such placements are-apprdpriate-or wise. The activities
suggested_ in the Checklist do Jot automatically.Aderitify.students as being.,
emotionally- disturbed rather th*xlearning disabled; hey do, however, se

the ability of a multidiscipkAaffteam to investigate the possibility that
other services might be warranted.

A complicating factor In this whole issue is the circular relatiOnship
,etvieen learning failure, the acting-out of frustration, and the need for a

'student ;to establish confidence'about himself and his ability. The research
l'iteratureAtaws a straight line between chronic learning failure-and behavioral
problemijatthe school .and community settingS. The concern addressed by this_
section orthe law considers those complications, b,u4 seeks to guaratitee that
children with emotional problems are not provided with seemingly parallel but
inappropriate intervention.

Environmental/Cul tural/Economic
Disadvantage

This fourth and final area for consideration under the Exclusionary
Clause poses unique' problem for the multidisciplinary team. The nature of
the factors to be considered has itself proven to be difficult to assess in
any systematic way. The apparent reason for this area's inclusion in the law
is to guarantee that students. from different, complicating environments are
not Automatically placed 'in programs for the learning disabled simply because
their achievement lags their assessed ability. It guarantees, forj example,
that children judged eligible for 'Title One Remedial Programs are not simply
drafted into ID programs. As noted in. .the discussion earlier, abuses in this
area,have,proven to, be a basis for some successful major legal challenges.

The Checklist addresses this area with three major considerations a

offers some basic guidelines for examining each: ,
'Co
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Environmental /Cultural/ 4

Economic Complications:

SCHOOL-RELATED CONSIDERATIONS
.Determination of attendance

patterns for the:previous
three yeart -at school (e.g. ,

irregular attendance, fre=
quent*ovesi numerous '-

teachers, etc. )

.Examination of profile of
student's school and school
district socioeconomic status

.FAMILY -- =RELATED CONSIDERATIONS

.Full family social/history)by
SociaLWorker/S ta ff'

Considered

1 I

Res ul is

Reported

.Examination'_ of school

Adjustment and, perfOrMante
of

.Documentation of significant
family events (family crises,?
divorce, parentgl or sibling
death, etc.)

-;Reports from cooperating
community service agencies
Worktng. with the faMily, (DSS,
Al 4non, Big Brothert etc.)

CULTURAL/ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS
.Analysis and examination of

bilingual, /bicultural back-
ground of family and child

.Util za Hop o l.portions

_SOMPA .0 analyze cul tural

infl uences/effects

7.Assessmentof influeno0 of
language and dialect, onjter,
formance in the school _setting
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The first area, SchoO1=Related Considerations, suggests a ,-careful eximi-
:nation :of the influence of immediate school environments on the student's per
formance. If a student has only attended school sporadically for a year, or
,m6re, or has experienced constant room or teacher changes in his school- histOry,
Chien the severe discrepancy may be far more related to environmental than so-
callid' "constitutional" factors. Of equal concern is the relative ability of
he local school to provide the quality of educational programs necessary to
imulate the student's performance commensurate with his or her ability. Lack-

lUs er programs promote little growth in achievement;

The second area is probably the most sensitive and demanding for the
team to investigate. The nature of the information being sought related to
the stud t's family and background requires essential caution and confi-
dentiality All information contained in this area must be secured within the
guidelines of the Family Rights Privacy Act of 1977. Particular ears -most be
taken to assure that confidential elements are not haphazardly discussed first
in the context of an IEPC meeting. FaMily-related concerns must be discussed
with discrettOkand caution by all members of the team. By the same token,
such importS6tqnformation should not be avoided simply because of its complex
Or sensitive nature.

One area of family-related considerations that bears, careful examination
is that of significant family_tvents such as death, divorce, or disattanization.
Mavis Hetherington (1978) and other cognitive researchers have'teportedstar-
tling"fises in the incidence of children developing "LD-like syMptOms:in direct
reaction to parental separation and divorce. Suth children show a tlear,dis=
crepancy between ability and performance for a period of six to ten months and '.
then re-establ ishl a more expected normal 'pattern. EventS other than divorce
could just as easily contribute to the appearance of ."Oseudo=LD" behavior pat-,
terns in the sch6o1 setting. Another ;important consideration is that investi-
gated by Tanis Bryan (1978) which indfcates that social-communication failure
by children optside their family milieu could be responsible for some LD
behaviors.

The third area, .Cultural /Economic Considerations, is critical for those
children from different cultural or economic backgrounds for it measures the
effect of those factors on observed school performance. The value a group gives
to schooling (particularly schooling outside their own respective culture) might
be a powerful influence on school achievement. Mor importantly, the language
factor could account for marked discrepancies betW i ability and actual learn=
ing success for children from bilingual families;

Summary

In order to gdarantee that a learner is not excluded from special edu
cation services' for the learning disabled, the multidisciplinary .team must pre
sent evidence that his or her severe discrepancy is not primarily related to
any one of the four areas discussed above. The Checklist for assessing the
applicability of the "Exclusionary Clause" to individual students outlines pro=
cedures for examining each of the four areas. It, is important to note that in
some cases, th determination of whether or not any of the four factors is
operating may not be warranted. It is the responsibility of the team to decide
which areas indeed warrant further investigation and to facilitate such examina-
tions. In the most difficult cases, it is quite .possible that all four areas
need to be thoroughly examined.
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CH APTER.FIVE

Special Education Services Needed
Legislative Background

fhe increased visibility of special education programs apd services
since 1970 has been a mixed blessing., While such programs have become mare
accessible in districts statewide, it has become more commonplace ike students
with probleWin behavior_ -andlearning to be referred to the special education
,service areas of local, school systems. In thelmajarity, of cases, ,the eventual

tOecial education placement has been the best:possible provision of educational
services. Irf-sbme,instanCes, hewever, the placement might have been unnecessary.
if the studenthad'been afforded more'flexible alternatives for learning within
the general education programs of the _schdol system.

,The,previOus chapter discussed the reasons why a child suspecte4of
havin6-a specifta.learning disability might be excluded from special'education
s_ervices for the learning disdbled. The multidisciplinary team, however, must
also go beyond to cotdjtions of the "exclusionary clause" when seeking suit-
able educational ,s.prvkces for.the .school -aged child. P.L. 94-142 specifically
directs the team tR ateertain whither services in special education are nects-'
saiily required to 'kridge the gap of a StudenCtlitentified severe diitrepancy.
This provision of the .la1 does not seek to denk, services when they are needed,
,Iut.realistieally asks the team (and the school district) to guarantee; that
appropriate alternative learning experiences have been tried within-the student's
educational' program before any further determinAtion is made about the exis-
tence of a-Specific di as Ideally, such information Or dOcumentation
should be, preSented at the student's IEPC meeting. The final recommendation,

of the team as to the'student!s educational placement *s significantly -
strengthened_ whet) based an specific documentation about the effectiVeness
alteknative learning strategies.

-

The provisions in P.L. 94-142 that focus directly on this.charge In the
area of learning diSabilities include:.

I. Section 121a.541(a)(1):
,

.."4.tqam,00 determine that.a child has a 4e'Cific learning disa=
bility; i.

(4) the child ddes nut achieve commensurate wit s or'her age
Sj and ability level's in one or more of the areas 'listed;

child s age and ability levels . .

II. Section 121a.543(b)(6):

"The written eport must include whether there is a severe dis-
crepaiiTTe'lWeen achtevement and ability which is not correctable%
without special education and related services . . ." .
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present' dOCUMentation at the EPPE meeting to
e ce to all aspeets of the regulations:."

Discussion

rt,
In 'Order to determine if special education services Are warranted and

require(Cfbri,,an individual_thild, the multidisciplinarY team should consider
three PartWar issues related to the student's past and present; school history) -,

.
1. Whether there is a severe distre ncy etween ability and achieve

ment when the child is provided wit alternative learn

ing experiences commensurate with age an' abi ity;-
. e:Tt.

, ,

2. Whether approPriate alteitnative learning experiences, intruding
alternative teaching matertalk and methods, have been atteMpted with
the -child prior to the IEOC; and

3. Whether sufficient has been collected for the Multi-ocumentation
disci pl inary team to weigh and determine the need for- SpAial Edu-
cation and related services.

,

The critical issue underlying each of these Vireo .tbnsideration is the

question of Indtvichial differences and student athievement. Historically, .

dUal ; di fferences

-activity
- trained_; ).

In general. bi
ompetent teithers

educators have een compell.,ed to accept a, philosophrof,

within and between children; =No two children, e

with exaitly similar styles or results; Vis
tmchersllave- always had to confront-as they embark
spetial,educatian.. But it is Also a reality that ex

must*ccept and manage as well.

Accepting the fact o,f'ehild,rep's individual .differences, is not enoUgh,
Both proper training and the 'philosophical_ cCeptance of considerations' for. -r)

children's individual differences need to ead to_ practical applications, in

curriculum planning and instructional ski Is by classroom teachers, teacher

consultants and.curriculum coordinators: should be rged with the re-

Sponsihility for ensuring instruction and Material s en ce every student's

opportOnity_to learn end achieve at his or I.* level When a dent does not

learn as well as akpected, educators_need to collaborate todesign 'and -imple-

ment intervention Strategies that will ,stimssfully adkess the individual

differences of that learner? These interv6tion strategies should include the.

provision of appropriate alternative learning experiences in the general edu=

atiol classroom prior to a refer al for special edutation programs and services.

Appropriate^ Alternatives

"APPROPRIATE ALTERNATIVES" (learning experiences) are "those instruc=
tional alternatives that have -been recommended by the child study team (or the

equivalent in each individual distriet); after considering the student's age

and ability level. (The process to determine these alternatives is listed under

the category of 'enabling activities' in this chapter.)"
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,,. ; Often the uestion ari,se to hovrrnany alternatives should besuggeste&
and 'for wbat'exient of t.:-.1me sh be I- plemented before -being determined P'
to be inappropriate'. "Eltent" is" e.fin .s the.length of time that each .
recommended al ternativ-Shoul d _.be npl ernented before it is determined to be
inappropriate. This determinatton =is made by tb child study team (or local
equivalent), Likewise, the timber of appropriate alter atives !to be triple-
mented prior to referral for special education programs nd services is also
the deternririatin.ofthe child study team.

ti

'orIiderirfg,the attire of the Discrepancy
'if In:determining whether or not special education services are needed,

ahOther4adtor must be cOsidered.- As quoted in, the Federal Register
(121.a.540 - 1216;543,, p. 65084), !tit should be pointed.:out in this document,
that there. are certain degrees of operational validity that will lend them-
selves to t60efical limitations between achievement and ability." When inking
a determTraion for the need for .special education -prograbs or services for a
student)with high ability who is functioning at grade level,, the following must
be conslidered:

,

1. while a s vere discrep cy may exist between achieve and ability;
` in most s'tuations an dequate program can be devel ed,for the stu-.

dent t eet the requirements of the general. educ ion.:classrooth and
this programming is the responsibility ofitenera education.

4

2-. in relation to Section 121a._543(b)(6)-=the cla se "a severe dis-
1 crepanc9 whfch-; is not cpriectable without special education and re-

- ,,T lated servjces," the term "correctable" is i terpreted to mean
-. ",functiViii)g at grade level"--it is inapprop iate to expect a stu-,

dent to function at a level. higher than that to which 'e .has been
exposed.

Simply_ stated, stUdents who-are id ratified as having a s vere discrepancy be-
tween level of ability and achieve int but who are functioning at or above their
appropriate grade Wvel must be considereokoutside the parameters set for learn-
ing disablyd children.

Enabl ing Actird ties

How might the team reasonably guarantee that special education services,
for,the learning disabled are required for a particular student?, The LD
Institute participants developed one.possible approach to docuinenting the need
for such services. The actiVities, presented are suggested as possible "pre-
referral'processes" and seek to determine which appropriate educational alter-
natives should be tried, and for what dura ion of time they should be imple-
mented,. in the,general education- classroom Jo:is to a referral fortspecial
educaticf,n services). When this'irocess is use a re erral for special educa-,
tdon services may not be necessary since, with odif cations, the student is
able to function effectively in the general educa n classroom. If a special
eduiatibn referral is found to be-necessary, appr riate educati nal alterna-
tivps then preVfously been attempted and dal ented. - This Information can
then be prese ted at the IEPC meeting.

f



The Pre- efeiTal Process

The pre-referral process is, most effectively conduCted by' a- ch Id study
team composed of general and special education' teachers and ciliary per,
sonnel operating at the local buileng level . Many districts across the state
currently use this typE3 of comm4tee to recommend appropriate learning experi-
ences for a student prior to a special education referral: Depending on the
implementing,districtv these groups are referred to a "child study team,"
"build'ngs.ereening committee," "local building referral committee" and other
such nomenclatures. ,Regardless of the name, the committees function in a ,

similar manner.

Recommended steps in the pre-referral process are, 1 isted below. It is .

important to remember that information .generated 'during the impleMentation. of
this process provides the information to the IEPC committee. for them to use
to determine if special ekcation services are necessary for an individual
student. e

o )
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4

Investigate Problem - this is a reaction toa problem ,generated by
the general education personnel:

A. Identify behaviors consider the.situation and the
the proiolem in:

oration

1. academic.setting
2; non-:academic settifig.

B.. Identify materials and methods tried .- consider the duratiOn
time used. _

..

::

,

-., .- ,- _- ,

EliTOryi on a specific form devised by Theoperat, districti by
Niles: Tbedbove.igormation should be datunentellincluding.past

the. eneral education teacher prior to the childipUdy'meetIng.

'C. Generate suggestions, for,approPriate, alterhative4earning:-
experiences, to be iMpleMtnted_that are cOmmenturattWiththe
-student's: age d abilitYlevelS;

expertemes - determine:

1. What was it? (method and material)
2. Duration (when implemented, when terminated)
3. Outcome

_NOTE: This information should- be documented .ona form tO be pre-.
.rented at the,I.E.P.C. The information can tome from the classroom
teachers' lesson plans; anecdotal records, log;etc..

E. Review the results of the implementatfon;of the appropriate
alternative learning experiences.

Determine:if.a special education referral shoulAbe_Madeor_if
addit oral appropriate educational eXperiencesib- be tried
(return to step Ic.if additional alternativeS sbuld b .tried).

. .

NOTE If a 'special eduCational;referraT is thoUght ece s ry,
,

appropriate alternative educational experiences.it be presented a
alreadybeeniimplemented and dottiMented, and

clear,eyidence to that.effect is on hand.,

4 4 ,

Clarifying the particular reason for
4

a student's referral for special
education services reduces the possibilityjof a determination being mad (or

not madeLsimply because failingthe student is failinn a classroom: More ith-

portantly, if the student seems to need educational services outside the realm
of special education, then sufficient data has been collectedETATther the
planning effort _for the student. The second phase in the process continues

this effort.
-,
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The Alternatives
II. Suggestions-'.for- Appro-Pri-a-te

-Appropriate alterna..t-ivy ter
,generai education classroom:--

IN THE CLASSROOM

1. -Strategies
a. teaching approaches
b. behavior management techniques
c. modificatioris,:Of'scheduling
d. other

2. Material s

a% adapted - these are general course materials that have been
adapted for use in the general education classroom (e.g.
rewriting material; respacinknaterial , prbiiding worksheets
and study guides, etc.) "Tr171-

alternative - these are matgfals other than -thO'te used in
the classrodm (e.g., a textbook covering the same content but
written at .a lower reading level, filmstrips, etc.) .

c. .others

Fn vi ronment . ,

--7

a. change of physical environment (e.g., study carrel, etc.)
b. change in teacher-(e.g., team teaching, new classroom) -'
c., change in grouping e.g.,C.. 1:1, smalLl. group)
d. 'other 1/4,

..-.
4

43EYOND iliE.dLASS:ROPM

Alliii_opriate_ alternative learning expertences-, on-Stecial ,

1. tutoring (including private .t 'toting)
2. Remedial Pr og'rams

;a 1!

b. tit ,rograms
c. oth-

411,-

.3; Cansyrting Services
a. ; SSW
b. .psychologist

; teacher cons
d. other 41"

1,

ComMunity Services,

a. medical
b. psychological

,c. social
other



, CHAPTER SIX

Planning InserVice frainirig Activities.
To- Introduce Saff Mimbeli:tathils. =bbcu

141-41 e ihts. introduction to, cOnsiderations for, identifying. chi 1 dren
with 'specific learning disabilities in Michigan's 'schools provides a firm
baSis to opeirationalize IEPC efforts in-local school districts, much more
training krgi discusSion needkl .to guarantee broad success. Asia part of
the total VIanning of the Institute on Learning Disabilitiei, in Michigan con=
ductedAuring 1980 teams of ;participants prepared some gener41 guidelines

.eloping inservice activities at the local level . It is not th'e intent
document to provide More- than a .plan for examining essential' processes

ues in a series of inservice sessions. The- conic, ete responsibility for
ping 'suitable activiti es° res,ts with the regional Iristitdte participants,.

, their intermediate school district consul tants, and interested educators, froth
,both regular and special eduCation prOgrarits,..

,
I

he outlines, belola coven the five major. topics that_ staff members.,may

developing and approving IERC decisions" and plans ,for students'suspeckeA of
need more ,c,urrent information about in order to cooperate in .

_haying' a 'specific 14eirning disability.

ffch outl i fie* has been 'itrdstured'tO, addreSip three' critical areas of
inservice-develooment: (1) key .004'nts arid ideas to We. developeck ('2). u

4?'''a-esource, personnel and materiNs teft-conduce.the,session; 'and (3) a sugg ted
list.-of partiOpantS to be invited for'the session.- The detailed 'plan for
such insarvice,actiyities' i left to t -:,,p,eed and resources, of the locaLond
intermediate schbOI distr

Topical Out . for Inservice Sessions

AO F

Rbility Level
Important Points to bt r stussed:

1. Ability Level

a.

a. complete idefinit'

d.
.
cofriplete description
behavior-, etc.

Evadation Priority Model

of assessment

a; use of general I0 test first- to establish Oarameters;
. 4abnormal. . -

' for Situdents. fou,nd toe, be 1 ess Ithan averag,C- sug_gesth methOds to
. . . .col,lec r data.. .

;. ri



. .

.1

3-. Hi gh

4, a. /means to . determine the highest 1 evei of functioning.

b. rationale and purpose for including in_LEPC del iberationi':

Intra,Teit Analysis

plete di scuss ion 'of varigus val idated'mode.

focui: on examples that underscore the need for careful intra-40s,t
L'analy§es.

etil) ecti ni7g and Us trig ObservationData

-suggested times pr,ocedures and forms.
. r

A

pcitssible mods and persons for col la4rative observations .

Resource PiersOs fqr,, Sessions :- 9
3/411 ,p-rA

1.f'Alititute representa lCves
psycholog

-.1iinfVersity pers
4 Teaihgrconsul

-Expected .Audi,ence: ."

44. i 'School
2. Jeather Consallan%

: 3.k.;-isti'ict LEyadministrators
.

wilding -ptiptigals 42.

mr1 measurement

1

Important Points to be, Discussed:

presentation of' Seven' Achievement Areas

break areas into useful components and consideration

demonstrate how all are inter-related-in particular chi

Formal vs, Informal Assessment_

pres reasonable list Of armat And info-rmal assessment measures
that are available in the district.-

b -discuss ,wilen:xne forma as\sissMent- is preferable tvthe othtr.

c. discuss e', Validit y an el iability 1-imitations 'of the variops
methods and strategiOs,



..-40A.

General Educator's Role in Assessment

make-up and function of the multidisciplinary team:

rational e for including ,personnel ecifW expertise in the
various, achievement areas.

Resource P,ersons for theSessions:

1: Content area/curriculuiD sVeclalists
2; Speech and Language: SOeei_alistS'

1; Gurric'ul am Ret

EducatiOnal
General EducaliO ers
Teacher Consultants
VOcatiOnal; EducatIoniCatedr-.Education personnel

. Jot:
;

Expected Audience:

.1. Special. educatbrs
2. Gene'ral educator's

3. Local building adMinivtrators
Parents .

§chool

Ajk

.

ISII.,

.7, Vele' Discrepancy
.

'Important Points to be Discusted--;
za

. fi.

1; Severe Discr bey - .What, does._ it meant
0

historical notions 'and formulas.

.-13. definitiotadapted by- the JoaltitUte explained.
---,

, . .,

-Underst nding V- Limitations of the Concept

ithat,is!-happ4trin%. around the state...
- :..A , . ' -

what are the problem) with current td.entificati on practices;

c h:t commitments ere r6qui,rwl to change our procedures ?:
tt - 1.

gtij

7

..
a tieal nce t

an

b. discus r

uantitatiie.

group aba-3 ut
7

ects of ttatistica

concepts. used by the Institute.
73N

4i.
ti

1. 0



4. Clinical Procedures - Qualitative

5.

articulation of "professional judgment through clin:ica` observ.a-
tions. .

b. die'of diagnostic observations.
v ,

Guidelines for the Possibil-i tyof 'a Severe Discrepancy

a. suggested guidelines for posing the. existence of a severe di's-
crepancy,. .

,

highlighting -possible uses by various sample cases.
.1:

Resqurce Persons fo this is Session:
..,

Pl. Educational Psychologists
2. IntermediAtelpistrict -Conkultants,
3. University personnel 60044 in tests and measurement
4. Teacher Consul tants fa11j,.with IEPC deliberations

Expected Audience:
. _

1..7 EducniOnal Psycho _Ogi,sts
2., Teacher Consul tants.z

Assestment Center/Diagnostic Ceriter `personnel,..
4: . Regular educators. _

4 ; bi rectors Of 'Special. Education
Parents; pa4ticiblarl= ''from_P.arent.Advisory, ComOttees

-74-r

41-ito Oclusionary Clause

-A. Important Points to be 'Dcussed.:

The EclusiOnary Clauses -,flow Doer: It Fit In?

a.. .Background of the Excluio.nary acuse: Pro eMs uncover
PL 94-142. : g'

b. Relationship- between ,Serere 1iscrepancy and_th
, TN*

Crost=OVer Handicaps and"ACExclusionary. Clause

.a-. commonalities and differences inegiatgnal disturba
ion,' and "neuromotOr han4icajp. . '`---- i -AI-.-.:... . *.

b.' assessment an diagnosis. ac d 'the d ermination
c.

The Relatielchip Between C tune,
,

..

.- . _
theoretical'ireseec findings related to the 1

and environment .on .:Litiinkinb,

i.
----..--..,..--- kt4'"4 -

'%3. h



.i47.

4,

4

es

b. complications that impact on assessment and diagnois.

c. prognoSis for future outcomes with disadvantagedicplturally
different learners.

DoCumenting the Influence.6f Culture and Environment

a. )lolanning and guiding epultidi§ciplinary effort,

b. Data-Gathering: persiinnel and strategies.

c. Analyzing the si 9formatioh, col 1 ected in regard to

4.
Al ter-Ad Services
a Options for students excluded from services

DisabTed. -
Options for students excluded frwrit

specific_ fl u eiket"

'the Learning

Persons. for tlAft,Sg's'ions':,

the broati range of considerWons'Jmee,
b the topical numper: 3: etc.)

Topic 1. Tea0s4rOm ED Ins itqte-

es

i\

for/ Special Educatidn.

°

41

Resourde :persons :are shown

a.... ,

:., Topic ..2. L't, 4 onsul tarits

.td. ' 0 I Consultants 1,

, . Speech- and Lang nsul tants

%Audiologist .

.1
1-4Psychongi.st

(t

,Medical Staff :.

. 4
T pic '31'.. University peri nel developmental p o , s ciolog9 and

'arithro lo * . it

Bilingual ura onsultant 4- -

Schoo i 1 rker.
-, 'Clinic So ial Worker
.

.'":"\ Educatithsai Psychologist, - ki
-fr-

.
..,

i.

'- tute' Team, wit support com a e
'Psyc r al Service

, -.Oziptr t C.re-p g wing am S

4 4
.,. To 5: Com ' y agencieg

t; s' ISD cdnsultants
.

.

pniv rsity Personnel of'of' Social Work '-

Ai' rit 1.dministrator 1-es,pensible for A,ItenNa ive and C ensg-
. 0 .Pro rams

Urvi --.1.44,

t

b t



tkpecteCAUdieHOe:

It is 'reedmiliended th 4ertai41,;pert-

be gverr.n _apition_ID:Attend

Witt Attend

PtAhoTogists

2: Administrators:
.SReO41 Education
General Education

Counselors

Could Attend

-Timailtrs

. Gener4T' Educa .160 1.6

3 Parents._and_r preSeWtat-tVes froth'

professional rganizatitns.::

.Communi4y agencies

Higher Education P.'aculty,SUpervisors of Special
Services

. LD Teacher' Co6dItafits

5. lemberf of gel. di ng ,Mul ti-

. di sc i pi ina7 Team ,

6: Social Wothers

. Secondari, Personnel_:
io01,,Education

All Center 9
_

Car er- ddcation'. .

Oi 1 i
- a

f

Non -Academic/MainstreaM Tea c h

ucationSeNites143
oiks

. Historical rersAtt-f-ves on--the arPec i 01 educ-

\

opportutritk for optimal gtiewth.

b Miscahceptils bout the Least Res,tri

ettm ctlye:\ t.Invi.ronment

_ .

efition 1 pladtment vs. "class plTcem

rative: equal

tine ittatio.n.

.; Wha so entat o ivsefal
.

opera4iN plan9in§*

a

011Aecti'

rgani zed and

41st;ate e various, options



'Appropriate, AltergaVve Learning:Experiences

a. ,Why must stUdent-needsloe matched to the best

4- 10

Thorough criscussSon of available or.possible al

eveloping appropriate alternatives ft it indivi
7

ftpsourcdtRprsons for this Session:

(Whenever possible, this 'particular series of sessions'`'
by lOcal district staff who'have been involved in mains
outside resource personnel shou 'be used only fir's

I. ISD Consaftants.

o natives?

al districts.

should be provided
treaming efforts;
ific reasons.)

2. 'Wel of general and special educators involved in mainstreaming.
4 '

3. Diagnostind As; eSSment Personnel

.1;
Adminis*

4Ws
responsible for frR/prograiliming%

ected Audiente:

General :Education teacherS
- General-education administrators

3; Special EducatiOn teachers'and teacher consultants
4,; Parents ,



Appendix A
LeaYning .Disabilities

Assessment Checklist

!

Th purposed this hecklist is to facilitate the consistent review
and deOsion-makoing.pr ess o IEPC teams eomened to determine school-age
students' eligibility for lear ing disabilities. Rrograms and services. It W

be most useful to have the completed Checklist available before the IEPC me
if that is not possible, individual rkportscan be organized at the meeting

.___----gbd included in the form
.

....
,

A Summary Sheet is provided at the end' of the tot 1 Checklist could be modt="_..
fied to serve as the IEPC's final report-and recommendation sum y.

ro

The ec list co ers five areas: ability levgl, achievement areas, sever is=

crepancy, exclusionad factors, and *dal education seFvices needed.

eterm'iming 8bility Level

Note the tests and procedures used at the IEPC to deterMine the student's

abil ity level I,
ir

2._



-si

Used

octal Histor

For edc "13 h e warrantare in a e thierla ful ilivestigatio was wa ran._ ,

br not. asse.ssm4n was i.ndica the. ihctrunien ,or strategi
and provi resultil. If no furt er eva.1 atio was 'd n'e, p vi an explanati

...,.
.. e t ...

) .,

, ) t
.--r, ,N V,%

, .



. Listening Compreti-ension:

(procedures).

2.

3.

III. Basic ReadIng Skills:
(procedures)

1.

,

Res ul ts/Comnients

D



Severe Digcrepancy

Describe and 9cument how-severe

.

Statistical Factors (Quanttative

..Use of Standard Error of
Difference Tables

iscrepancy was determined:

-Uted Comments

obability Guidelines .



-us ionary Factors

Check if the test;. proceduire or -informa-
tion was used in consider 't n the
exclusionary clauSe.:

Enabl ing Procedures to Sfkfy Rule :
Sensory Impairments Q

Opthalmalogic/Optometric Examination
(Acuity)

atolaryrigalo.gic Examination

Audiologic Examination

SchOol SyAeeni'ng and Rev
Educational History'

MothrLIai neitts

Neurol

b.

f Me:dical/

9gi 41. Assessment ,

.ho-pedic/PhysiCal A'Ssess-.
ent* of rerceptual-Motor Functieining

School tcreening and ,Revi`ew of ediCal
Educational Hitory

-;t/
al Retardation,,,

Assessmeht, of Cognitive ability

\Assessment of Adapthie. eehavior

ClassrooM Observations..by Psycholo-D
gist or T..C. . ,or,sappropriate person
in areaof-susperte'd handicap

lye's of 'Classroom .Perform/3nct,

eliieW of &kJcition al HistOry
, 0,0

Disturbance
t. Th a

Etal je.ns c-1"

Psyc fiol- call ;:fittsgssment (co
.



Psychological Assessinen projeCtive)

Psychiatric Assessment

Eompl ete Social Hi stciry : Chilk/Family

Educational History: Child x Teacher
x School

Observations

Data-based Classroom Observations by
Psychologist, TC or other appro-
priate personnel

Teacher Anecdotal History

Daily Behavioral Log

Free- time/Free-pl ay. Observations

Home Visitation

Individual Student and Teacher Inter-
aqion (particularly for secondary
stbdents with numerous teachers )

Supplemental Information

Parent Interview

Environmental /Cul tural /Economic
Complication

School - related Cons iderations*

..Determination of attendance patterns
for previous three years of school

, irregular attendance, fre-
quent moves, etc .) ,

Profi 1 e 'of school and district socio-
economic status

Family-rclated Considerations*

.Soci al history Social Worker

Used

Er

El

Comments

El



a

.Performanca profile of .sibli

'school

.Reports. from Cooperating Comma', ..

,-
Service Agencies, such as Protilett,°,z.74

,,
Services, DSS, Al-Anon, Big- .4a,

BrotherS, etc.

.Documentation of significant famil
events (e.g., disruptive family

. situation, family crisis; death off,
parent or sibling, etc.)

Cul tural /Economic Considerations*

tural background

..Assassment of thfluenceof language
and dialect on performance
school setting

.*".1_

*All information to be secured within confines of Fainly Right's -PInvacy Act pf-o-
visions.

Special Education'

Services Needed

£

Provide evidence of what particular alternatives for 'education ,were attempted
for this student; include the results of each alterdative.

Al tern(tive Learning Strate-g_tes:

Alternative Miaterfals, Methods or

Settings:

Investigated

-90-

n

r

Comments



Special i zed Assistance in the
Classroom:\

Sp_ecial i zed Programs (Non- Special;
Education) :

r)
V



CHECKLIST SUMMARY-SHEET:

e-eialuation

Student's Age: *
.Checki ist' No. District:

.
The following areas 'of the -above-named student .haVe been assessed and

considered bythis multidiscipljnary team and have fomed the ba-sis 'for the
deterroination -of the student's ligi,bility,for iervices for the learbing disabled.

I. Student's Abiljty Lever is.: ,

(by levels` or estimated standard s.core

. ranges)

II . Student's' ehi evemenk Level in seci tied areas

(by levels or eStimated.stamdard score ranges):

a. Oral Expression

b. Listening Comprehension

c, Basic Reading Skills

'Reading Comprehension

e. Mathematical Cal Cul ation

f: Mathematical Reasoning

g. Written Expression

Is there eVidencebf a ,geiiere discrepancy?

In which specific'sehievement areas. (list):

'e-

IV. Can this studentrbe excluded from Special
Educktion'Services for the Learning Disabled-

dt.te to: \ .

.0- ,

(0' sensory or motor hindicap

(b)mentarretardation

(e) emotional disturbance.

(d) environmental, cultural or economic
disadvantage

Yes N6a D



. .

Has tln'e student been provided with appropriate
. eddcational al ternati ves"? . (5

. .

Have u.611 alternative approaches been documented ,

andAncluded in this report?
= - - e

J

Are special education services now required for
this student?

=Comments:-

a

VI: A classroom obseriation.was completed 'and. infor;:
mation was shared at the P3PC

VII. Ta8ed on the above data., this student is

E] ,determined as being learniog disabled
)

determined as beinfmat learning disabled;

.1

-93-
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Aprapndix B
TECHNICAL ADEQUACY OF- TEST ,INSTRUMENTS

USED IN SPECIAL EDUCATION*.

(Partial Listing)

Intelligence Tests

,ArthUr Adaptation of the:Leiter ilntet=
national ,Perfoinance Scale

Cognitive Abilities Test
Culture Fair Intelligence TeSt
Full Range iiicture Vocabulary TeSt
Goodenough=Harris Drawing Test
lienmon=Nelson Tests of Mental Ability
KUhlmann-Anderson_Intelligence Tests
McCarthy SOales of Children's Abilities
`Otis-Lennon Mental_ Ability Test
Primary Mental AbilitieS Test

-Quick Test
Slosson Intel.' ig Test
Stanford Binet ligente Scale
Wechsler Adult_ Intel 1i/hoe scale
Wechsler Intrdlligence Scale for Childrew-

Revited
Woodcock-Johnson Psycho - Educational, Battery

Norms Reliability Validity

+'

-T-

4-

+

Actiievem-entTesti

BriganceInventory of Basic Skills
Cal ifornia Achievement Test +

California Test of Basic Skills ** 4*-

Diagnosis: An Inttructional Aid in. Math CR ,CR CR

Diagnostic Reading Scales
Durrell Analyses of Reading Difficulty
Gates-MacGtnitie Reading Tetts-
Gates=-McK-illop Reading Diagnostit Tests

?*Sources: Salvia, J., & Ysseldyke, J. E, Assessment in special and. remedial
education-. Boston: Houghton 'Mifflin, 19M.

Thurlow; M. D., & Ysseldyk"e-, J. E. Current assessment and decision-
making praCtices in model LD programs. Learning Disability Quarterly,
1979, 2(4), 15=24.

Yssel.dyke, J. E., Algozzine, B., Regan, R., & Potter, M. Technical
adequacy_o_f_fesls__used by professionals in simulated deciston_mag.
Minneapolis: .University of Minnesota, Institute for Research on
Learning Disabilities, 1979.:

-94-1 , .



Test .7.=_Norms Reliability Validity

Gilmpre Oral Reading°,Test
Gray Oral Reading Test °

Iowa Test Of Basic Skills --I

Key Math Oiagnostic Arithmetic Test
Metropolitan Achievement Test,
Peabgdy Individual Achievement' Tests
Silent Reading Diagnostic Tests
Spache Diag-nostic Reading Scal es
SRA Achievement

-StanfOrd Achievement Test
Stanford Diagnostic Mathematics Test
Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test
Wide. Range Achievement Test
WoOdcock-Johnson Psycho-Educational Battery
Woodcock Reading Mastery Tests

+

Perceptual -Motor Teits

Bender Visual Motor Gestalt
Developmental Test of Visual- Motor.

Integi-ation
Developmental Test of Visual Perception \
Memory for Designs Test
Motor Free Visual Perception Tes't
Pu due Perceptual -Motor Survey
Wep n Auditory. Di scriMination Test

Behavioral Recordings

Frequency CounOng or Event Recoedings SC SC. SC.

Interval or ,Time Samplings SC SC SC

Permanenj Products SC SC. SC

Peterson-Quay Behavior, Probl em Checkl

Personality Tests

Pi S. 541 f-Coritept Scal e
Rorsehach-Inkblot Technique
School Apperception Method

wjhematic Apperception Test .

Adaptive Behavior Scales

AAMD Adaptive Behavior. S'cal e
AAMD Adaptive Behavior Scal (School

Version)_,
Vineland Social Maturity Scale

Language Tests.

Carrow Elicited Language Inventory
Detroit Tests of Learning Aptitude



Test Norms -Rai abi 1 i ty

Goldman-Fristoe Test oq Articulation CR

Ill indis Test of Pqchol inguistjc Abilities
Northwestern Syntax Screening Test
Peabody Picture( Vocabulary Test
fest for. Auditory. Comprehension-.

Utah Test .of Language Develo-pment

+ = technically adequate

= technically inadequate

** = manual not available.

CR = criterion referenced

SC = special condition

0.
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